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Abstract
The issue of women’s empowerment and gender equality is a global issue and one
that, in many parts of the world, is in dire need of attention. It is for this reason I have
decided to examine whether women in positions of power facilitate the enactment of
gender-oriented measures or whether they continue to focus on the traditional national
security interests, or interests of another kind, of their countries. My hypothesis is that
women in power are not significantly more likely than men to pursue gender-specific
policies while in office. Instead, much depends on environmental factors and individual
personality. Sometimes other issues, like security are more likely to hold the attention of
female leaders, but even absent security threats, female leaders will still vary in their
level of attention to these issues, vis-à-vis other social issues. I have chosen this topic
because it is a common assumption that women leaders will be concerned with issues
pertaining to women and children, as we have seen in the past with some female leaders,
but while this may be true in some cases, it is not true in all, so I would like to further
explore some possible explanations about the conditions that facilitate such attention.
I am particularly interested in women that have come to power in developing
countries after serious conflict because both the political and social conditions in these
countries are dire and statistics clearly show that across the board, in third world
countries, women are a fourth world themselves. I have therefore chosen the following
women leaders to study: President Violeta Chamorro of Nicaragua, President Ellen
Johnson Sirleaf of Liberia and Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto of Pakistan.
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Chapter 1: Purpose of Study & Research Design
In the field of international relations, there has been little research done on the
role gender plays in leadership; and even less has been written about the ways in which
gender issues are addressed over the course of a leader’s tenure, especially if the leader is
female. Some have argued that around the world gender relations remain unchanged in
periods when women hold executive office. As V. Spike Peterson and Anne Sisson
Runyan point out, “there is no simple, one-to-one relationship between the presence of
women in power and the extent of feminist politics.”1 Author David Close contends:
A female president or prime minister frequently has not spelled good
times for a country's women's movement. The most powerful and
successful female heads of government in the twentieth century, Indira
Gandhi of India and Margaret Thatcher of Great Britain, may have
inspired other women to enter politics and certainly showed male
politicians that they did not hold a monopoly on toughness and cunning,
but neither could be styled a great defender of feminist values. Indeed,
women political leaders have not been exceptionally strong defenders of
women's rights.2
The goal of this thesis will be to examine whether women in positions of power
facilitate the enactment of gender-oriented measures or whether they continue to focus on
the traditional national security interests, or interests of another kind, of their countries.
My hypothesis is that women in power are not significantly more likely than men to
pursue gender-specific policies while in office. Instead, much depends on environmental
factors and individual personality. In particular, pressing national security issues are
sometimes more likely to hold their attention, and even absent security threats, female

V. Spike Peterson and Anne Sisson Runyan, Global Gender Issues (CO, Boulder:
Westview Press, 1993) p. 23

1

2

David Close, Nicaragua: The Chamorro Years (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 1999) p. 79
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leaders will still vary in their level of attention to these issues, vis-à-vis other social
issues. I have chosen this topic because it is a common assumption that women will be
concerned with issues pertaining to women and children, as we have seen in some cases,
for example, Sheikh Hasina Wazad in Bangladesh, who has focused on the empowerment
of women and has successfully created legislation to implement adequate representation
of women in the local government bodies, leading to the election of more than 14,000
women to these bodies.3 While this may be true in some cases, it is not true in all, so I
would like to further explore some possible explanations about the conditions that
facilitate such attention.
I am particularly interested in women that have come to power in developing
countries after serious conflict because both the political and social conditions in these
countries are dire. Politically, post conflict reconstruction involves serious nationbuilding tasks. Socially, statistics clearly show that across the board, in third world
countries, women are a fourth world themselves. In developing countries, women are
generally less influential in the political and social sphere and poverty is generally higher
among women. I have therefore chosen the following women leaders to study: President
Violeta Chamorro of Nicaragua, President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf of Liberia and Prime
Minister Benazir Bhutto of Pakistan. All three came to power at a time when national
security issues were a priority for their countries. Moreover, these leaders are from
different regions of the world and so comparative analysis can produce generalizations
which can lead to theoretical advancements.

3

http://www.womenspeecharchive.org/women/profile/index.cfm?ProfileID=254
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The case studies will aim to answer the following question: Are women in power
more likely to help initiate social and economic programs that benefit women and
children? In order to do this, I will examine what programs and laws specifically dealing
with education, health and anti-poverty were put in place during the mentioned
administrations. Furthermore, were these leaders more focused on matters of national
security than on gender-oriented issues?
In recent decades, gender development and empowerment have begun to be the
focus of planning in both international and domestic spaces and not only in the policy
sphere, but also in the sphere of international relations theory, which has expanded in
recent years to include feminist approaches and discussions of the role of women. If
women leaders are no more likely than male leaders to pass domestic legislation that
benefits women and increases gender equality, then who will? If female leaders do not
use their power to bridge the gender gap then again, who will? But if women do, in fact,
facilitate the adoption of gender-specific measures and policies that benefit women, then
it can be argued that women’s political empowerment, particularly in the developing
world can be a tool to bridge the gap and improve the social conditions of women and
society as a whole. Or perhaps, women’s empowerment comes from a different place
entirely. Perhaps, it is not something that can be dispersed from the top down perhaps it
comes from the bottom up, in the form of grassroots organizations, started by women, for
women. Therefore, my research will look at the causal relationships leading to the
empowerment of women. I will examine this evidence to see if it supports my argument
that the empowerment of women is not top down.
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In the following chapters, I will elaborate on my research design. I will then
examine the political and economic conditions under which the leaders of Nicaragua,
Pakistan and Liberia came to power to set the context for my analysis of the three women
of these countries. I will examine the domestic laws, policies and budget proposals
instituted by these women leaders and their administrations, during their tenure in office.
Later, I will compare the performance of these women with their developed country
counterparts before making some general conclusions about my hypothesis.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework
As stated in the first chapter, my hypothesis is that women in power are not
significantly more likely than men to pursue gender-specific policies while in office. I
am particularly interested in women that came to power in post-conflict countries, which
is why I have chosen President Violeta Chamorro of Nicaragua, President Ellen Johnson
Sirleaf of Liberia and Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto of Pakistan. All three came to
power at a time when national security issues were a priority for their countries.
In classical Realism, the statesman works to ensure that the state’s national
interests, namely security, are prioritized. Individuals within the state (male or female)
do not matter because states are all seeking power and national security. The state itself
is the actor within the international community and there is little consideration given to
the individual. Realists view the state as a “single opaque unit.”4 In realism, the state is
the actor and the individual is of little importance. State security rather than human
security (including gender empowerment) is prioritized. But since the individual is not
considered, gender does not matter so then there is even less consideration given to a
female individual. Indeed, with respect to my hypothesis a realist approach would
suggest that the leaders I am analyzing would focus on security issues because the state,
as a unit in the Realist’s anarchic system, requires this.
On the other hand, Liberalism considers individual well-being as important. Thus
liberal theory allows for an examination of leadership and the policies and laws created
by each leader in a heightened context, beyond traditional military security. Since the
end of the Cold War and interdependence that has resulted from globalization, the field of

Anne-Marie Slaughter, “Liberal International Theory and International Economic Law,”
The American University International Law Review, 10.2 (Winter 1995)

4
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IR has faced challenges to its core theoretical assumptions.5 Issues of war and security
are no longer the only means of analysis in the field of IR, as was the case in the past.
International relations broadened in scope to include liberal concerns, such as
development, human rights, civil society and international political economy. Liberalism
is an approach primarily concerned with “the human will and institutional progress.”6
This theory, unlike its opposite Realism, is grounded in the assumption that human
beings have reconcilable desires for peace, happiness, prosperity and health, and that
human beings create institutions to fulfill these goals. This school of thought favors the
analysis of civil and political liberties and the autonomy of the individual. Under this
umbrella, states are but one actor amongst many, and states can work together to resolve
problems through diplomacy and incentives, not war. Liberals begin with individuals and
groups operating in both domestic and transnational civil society. These are viewed as
the primary actors in the international sphere.7 Liberals view “the nature of domestic
representation…as the decisive link between societal demands and state policy.8
Feminist theory has also brought a new perspective to IR. These theories have
introduced gender as a relevant empirical category and analytical tool for understanding
global power relations.9 Feminist theory refers to the school of thought that arose out of
feminist movements and includes theories about the way gender is constructed as well as
5 Tricia Ruiz, “Feminist Theory and International Relations: The Feminist Challenge to
Realism and Liberalism,” available at
http://honors.csustan.edu/journals/Soundings/Ruiz.pdf accessed May 15, 2011

Martin Hollis and Steven Smith, Explaining and Understanding International Relations
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990) p 11.

6

7

Ibid.

8

Ibid.

9

Ibid.
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the origins of gender inequality and social gender constructions. There is a wide range of
theories that fall under the umbrella of feminism but they are all linked by their attention
to social differentiations based on gender (presumably “empirical” distinctions between
males and females), or more recently, gender.10 For example, standpoint feminist
theorists believe that a feminist perspective is needed to understand global, systemic
oppression in a society and that the feminine experience in life is very different from that
of men.
Empirical feminist theory focuses on the way in which women are involved in
foreign policy. It turns the attention to women and gender relations as empirical aspects
of international relations.11 For example, there are still fewer women politically
empowered in the world than there are men, and women are more likely to be among the
group of non-state actors in global politics, making their voice in the creation of policies
affecting society unheard. The Inter-Parliamentary Union reports a world average of
only 15.6% women in combined houses of parliament.12 The statistics by region offer
few surprises, ranging from 6.8% in the Arab States to 18.6% in the Americas, and 39.7%
in the Nordic states.13 While women are inadequately represented in the lower levels of
government, they are scarcer still in the upper levels of government. The absence of
women from positions in government means that national, regional and local priorities,
i.e. how resources are allotted, are typically defined without any input from women,
10 V. Spike Peterson, “Feminist Theories Within, Invisible To, and Beyond IR,” The Brown
Journal of World Affairs, Vol X Issue 2 (2004) p 11.
11Scott

Burchill, Theories of Internaitonal Relations, (New York, NY: 2009, Palgrave
McMilllian) p 245.
Augusto Lopez-Claros, Women’s Empowerment: Measuring the Global Gender Gap,
World Economic Forum, 2005

12

13

Ibid.
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whose life experience of managing the needs of the family gives them a different
cognizance of the community’s needs than that of men. This theory contends that
women’s lives and experiences have been and continue to be, often excluded from the
study of international relations.14 Empirical feminism corrects the misrepresentation of
women in world politics due to false assumptions that male experiences account for both
men and women in society.15
Another useful body of IR theory focuses on leadership, emphasizing the gap
between the classical model of rational decision making and the personality of the leader
and the cognitive constraints that come into play in even relatively simple choice
situations.16 Cognitive and motivational constraints are said to affect the decisionmaking performance of a leader.17 Scholars of foreign policy have engaged in extensive
theoretical and empirical research on leadership style and how the personality of a leader
can influence political outcomes. The differences in leadership style can have both direct
and indirect effects on domestic policy.18 This approach, unlike realism, liberalism and
feminism, can account for variations within state policy that could be attributed to
personality and leadership style. For example, in an article written by Stephen Dyson he
explores how one leader, Harold Wilson, declined sending troops to Vietnam, while
another leader, Tony Blair, sent forces to Iraq. He argues that since situational factors

14

Ibid.

15

Ibid.

Ole. R. Holsti, Theories of International Relations,
http://www.duke.edu/~pfeaver/holsti.pdf p 26 accessed May 15, 2011.
16

17

Ibid.

Juliet Kaarbo, Prime Minister Leadership Styles in Foreign Policy Decision-Making: A
Framework for Research, Political Psychology, Vol. 18, No. 3 (Sep., 1997) p 553-581
18
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generate conflicting predictions, an investigation of individual-level variables is
necessary.19 Studies such as these will provide a better understanding of leadership as it
relates to promoting and enacting policies.
However, studies of political leadership have been remarkably non-gender
specific and lacking. This is due to an assumption made by most people, that leaders in
the world are men. There is of course, a great deal of validity to the assumption, but it is
not entirely true. So additionally, under the umbrella of leadership studies, for the
purposes of this paper, I will examine how gender contributes to leadership, if at all, and
what influence, if any, does gender have on a leader’s policies and what they do with
their time in office.
Definitions:
For the purpose of this paper, gender-oriented policies will be defined as
programs that were created to better the lives of women in each country. Programs and
policies to be examined will be ones that focused on the health and education of women.
I will look at whether employment among women in the country increased or decreased
during the tenure of the president. I will also examine other social factors, such as
literacy rates, education and health statistics among women in each country plus infant
mortality rates (IMR), to determine how women faired under each administration. I will
analyze each leader’s commitment to women’s empowerment based on whether
organizations and programs geared at assisting women were created or deconstructed
during each presidency and whether laws protecting women and bettering their lives were
implemented. In my analysis, the statistics that have been compiled by The United
Stephen Benedict Dyson, Alliances, Domestic Politics, and Leader Psychology: Why Did
Britain Stay out of Vietnam and Go into Iraq?, Political Psychology, Vol. 28, No. 6 (Dec.,
2007), p 647

19
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Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), The World Bank, The United Nations Development
Program (UNDP), and the United Nations Human Development Reports, are useful.
Since 1990, the UNDP has published the Human Development Reports, which
include a Human Development Index (HDI) for each country and more recently, a
Gender Empowerment Measure (GEM) and a Gender Development Index (GDI). The
HDI is measured by three dimensions, namely health, education and living standards. It
also has four indicators, which are life expectancy at birth, mean years of schooling,
expected years of schooling and gross national income per capita. The HDI sets a
minimum and a maximum for each dimension, called goalposts, and then shows where
each country stands in relation to these goalposts, expressed as a value between 0 and 1.20
The GDI measures achievement in the same basic capabilities as the HDI does, but takes
note of inequality in achievement between women and men. The methodology used
imposes a penalty for inequality, such that the GDI falls when the achievement levels of
both women and men in a country go down or when the disparity between their
achievements increases.21 The GEM evaluates the progress in advancing women's
standing in political and economic forums.22
In order to compare gender measures taken with security measures, I will examine
figures on military expenditure using the Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute (SIPRI) database. An analysis of budgets will also provide information about
how much has been spent in which areas.

20

http://hdr.undp.org/en/statistics/indices/gdi_gem/ accessed June 14, 2011

21

Ibid.

22

Ibid.
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Chapter 3: Literature Review
Scott Burchill’s book entitled Theories of International Relations provides a
comprehensive survey of leading perspectives in the field. The introduction explains the
nature of theory and the reasons for studying international relations in a theoretically
informed way. The nine chapters which follow provide thorough examinations of each of
the major theoretical approaches currently prevailing in the discipline. The chapters of
specific interest to me are the ones pertaining to Realism and Feminism.
Realists argue that national security is the primary focus of a leader when in
power. Therefore, the female leaders I have chosen to examine would understandably
choose to focus their attention to matters of security instead of economic and social
programs that empower women, which is the basis for my hypothesis. Since no
consideration is given to the individual leader under this theory, it would make sense
then, that gender does not play a role in policy making.
Feminists pay special attention to the way in which gender is constructed and to
the reality of gender inequality. Under the umbrella of this theory, it could be argued that
the female leaders I have chosen to research would therefore, rule differently than a man
and also, make different choices in office than a man in the same position. Empirical
feminism would further argue that the lack of female empowerment in government
positions contributes to a lack of policies promoting women’s empowerment. If this is
true, then my hypothesis should prove to be unsupported, and the female leaders I have
chosen to examine would in fact, have created policies to empower women.
In David Sear’s piece, entitled “Handbook of Political Psychology,” he discusses
and explains the different approaches that fall under the umbrella of political psychology
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theory. Of particular interest to me and this paper, is his section about the ways in which
personality influence a leader’s tenure. If women in leadership promote women’s
empowerment, can this be attributed to their personality, their gender or both? Are some
female leaders more likely to promote women’s issues while in office than others and if
so, is this because of differences in personality? These are a just a few of the questions
this theory poses to my topic.
The book entitled Missionaries and Mandarins, edited by Carol Miller and Shahra
Razavi, examines the different methods used by women working to transform the
structures of state organizations, NGOs and other institutions to make them more
“gender-equitable.” The contributors to the publication examine struggles not only at the
discursive level but also at the institutional level of laws, procedures and resource
allocation. The writers acknowledge the gendered nature of governments but argue
against the commonly held view that these institutions are impenetrable.
In one chapter the author writes about the lack of awareness and commitment to
gender issues generally found amongst state personnel. One reason is because these
institutions are usually headed by men, who are more often than not, gender insensitive
and the author argues that the same attitude can be found amongst the female population
in bureaucracies. They argue that women in positions of power cannot be assumed
automatically predisposed to work on women’s interests, and some of the data I have
found in my research supports this contention. The author explains in greater detail one
possible reason that women in positions of political power neglect women’s issues while
in office:
Their class status distances them from the concerns of poorer women.
More importantly, the few women who do gain access to political power
DiMarco - 15

tend to be so isolated from other women and are under powerful pressures
to conform to the dominant orientations of their institutions and the work
patterns of their male colleagues. These pressures limit possibilities for
developing sensitivity to, and acting in, women’s interests.23
This is an interesting explanation that I will use in my analysis as a possible reason for a
female leader’s lack of action.
Michael Genovese edited the book Women as National Leaders, which focuses on
the careers of seven women (two of whom are the subject of this case study) who are, or
have been, leaders of nations: Golda Meir, Isabel Peron, Corazon Aquino, Violeta
Chamorro, Indira Gandhi, Benazir Bhutto and Margaret Thatcher. Contributors to this
study use case studies to examine critical issues including: context, political, social and
economic situation during the time they rose to power; biographical factors that were
important or relevant to the leader’s rise; leadership style, how well or poorly they
performed and why; and to what extent, and how, did gender matter in a leader's rise to
office and performance, all of which are of particular interest to this paper and women I
have chosen for analysis.
According to Genovese, because of the scarcity of women in power, the field of
leadership studies has all but ignored the role of gender in leadership. He contends that
the story of woman’s rise to power traces her obstacles and restrictions that she faces in
her society. It will also illuminate the distinctive barriers that she tackled because of
marginality and her skill at developing gender-specific strategies to overcome them24.
This will allow us to look at obstacles she faced rising to power, but perhaps more

23

Carol Miller and Shahra Razavi. Missionaries and Mandarins (London, England: UNRISD,
1998) p 71
Michael Genovese, Women as National Leaders (Newbury Park, CA: Sage
Publications, 1993) p 4

24
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importantly, the obstacles she faced while in office, that may have restricted her ability to
focus on bridging the gender gap.
Genovese also argues that a successful leader will develop strategies and
behaviors for dealing with both opportunities and challenges. If the leader is female,
strategies will inevitably be shaped and influenced by her society’s definitions and
expectations of gender. I will go on in later chapters to explore and analyze this
contention as it relates to the women I have chosen to research and whether or not there is
any truth to this statement.
V. Spike Peterson and Anne Sisson Runyan collaborated on a wonderful book,
entitled Global Gender Issues that greatly influenced my thinking on the three case
studies I have chosen to examine and also provided a great deal of information on gender
and leadership. The book argues the need to look at world politics through a different set
of lenses, lenses that reveal how gender blinds us to the presence of women in
international affairs. Some women do find their way to traditional power as heads of
state but there are also women in positions of less visible state and non-state power, many
of whom are trying to attain a more equal and just global order. And then there are the
billions of women around the world who feed, clothe, and care for their families and
societies, whether as mothers, farmers, textile workers, nurses, teachers, factory workers,
who have no formal political power. This book tries to connect the inequalities between
women and men within the context of world politics, i.e., power, security, and economy.
Using history and theoretical analysis, the authors bring to light the gender differences of
power, violence, labor, and resources. In doing so, they show links between women’s
issues and world political matters. At the same time, the authors lay out a clearly
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articulated hope for redefining and reorganizing gender relations and international
relations as we begin to embrace difference, demand equality, and develop new standards
of power and progress. This book was a great tool when taking a theoretical approach in
my analysis and it also offered historical data that supported some of my arguments.
Karen Kampwirth has written extensively on feminism within the context of
political science, but more specifically, within the context of Latin America. Much of her
research has influenced my thinking when examining Violeta Chamorro of Nicaragua. In
her book entitled Feminism and The Legacy of Revolution she argues that in many Latin
American countries, guerrilla struggle and feminism have been linked. Women were
mobilized by the thousands to promote revolutionary agendas that had little to do with
increasing gender equality but ironically, did end up creating a unique form of feminism
that intertwined revolutionary goals (economic equality, social justice) with typically
feminist aims (equality, nonviolence, and reproductive rights). The book uses over two
hundred interviews with women in Nicaragua, El Salvador, and the Mexican state of
Chiapas, to tell the story of how the revolutions and wars led to the rise of feminism, why
certain women became feminists, and what sorts of feminist movements they built. It
explores how the violent politics of guerrilla struggle can be unexpectedly related to the
peaceful politics of feminism. The ideas in this book offer an interesting contrast to the
politics of the Chamorro administration, when considering that “guerillas,” however
inadvertently, contributed to women’s empowerment, more so than the female leader did
during her tenure. The chapters in this book that center on Nicaragua also give us a
detailed account of the Sandinistas in power, what they did for women and how their
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leadership compared to that of Chamorro. This will be elaborated on more in the next
chapter.
Lois Wessel wrote a fascinating article entitled “Reproductive Rights in
Nicaragua: From the Sandinistas to the Government of Violeta Chamorro.” This article
was written in 1991, shortly after Chamorro won the presidential election. The article
contends that during this time, the National Opposition Union (UNO) government in
Nicaragua posed a threat to the achievements made during the Sandinista years of 197990 and that the women of Nicaragua were struggling to maintain the reproductive rights
they gained under the Sandanistas. Wessel contends that since the unexpected electoral
defeat of the Sandinistas in February 1990, Sandinista organizations have been going
through a process of self-criticism. Within this context, the fight for reproductive rights
has focused both on the past shortcomings of Sandinista policies and on the current
campaign to win these rights in spite of the present conservative government of
Chamorro.25 This article influenced my thinking a lot because Wessel provides concrete
data to support her contentions. She is able to argue, very convincingly, that the
Chamorro administration was not pro-women and that the Sandanistas, despite their
socialist roots, laid the groundwork for reproductive rights for women in Nicaragua. I
will touch on reproductive rights in Nicaragua under both the Sandinista’s and Chamorro
in the next chapter.
There is also an autobiography of Violeta Barrios de Chamorro entitled Dreams of
the Heart, which informed my chapter dedicated to the former president of Nicaragua.
The book provides a history of her family, beginning in 1762 and continues all the way

Lois Wessel, “Reproductive Rights in Nicaragua: From the Sandanistas to the
Government of Violeta Chamorro,” Feminist Studies Vol. 17, No 3 (1991)

25
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up to her presidency. When she won the election in 1990, many feared the Sandinista’s
(in power before her and headed by Daniel Ortega) would not allow her to take office,
but due to her admirable skills in diplomacy, they did. She reached out to them instead of
fighting with them, which helped her secure office, quite smoothly. The book shows how
after six years in office, Chamorro brought her country back from ruin, ended a civil war
and revitalized an economy that was one of the worst in the Western Hemisphere at that
time.
One of the most interesting facts found in the book, that influenced my writing a
great deal, was that Chamorro had never before held office and from a very young age
wanted nothing more than to be a mother and wife. Many critics of her administration
argue that this very attitude caused her to be somewhat blind to the problems of women
in her country and virtually ambivalent about gender equality. Whether that is true or not
remains to be seen, but these arguments will be addressed further in the next chapter.
Another book that influenced my thinking was Ellen Johnson Sirleaf’s memoir
entitled This Child Will Be Great. In this book Sirleaf shares the story of her rise to
power, including her early childhood; her experiences with abuse, imprisonment and
exile; and her fight for democracy, social justice and women’s rights. She reveals her
determination to succeed, from her studies in America to campaigning in some of
Liberia’s most dilapidated, war-torn villages. What emerges from the book is a tale of an
outspoken, fearless, female, social reformer who fought dictators to champion change.
Africa’s “Iron Lady” was sworn in as president in 2006 and this event marked a
tremendous turning point in the history of the West African nation.
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Reading this book allowed me to learn about the events in her life that shaped her
personality, and more importantly, her thinking. She has been outspoken about women’s
rights and empowerment in her book and all throughout her presidency so it was
interesting to learn about the obstacles in her past, which I believe shaped her to be a
defender of women. We get insight into her personality, from her own words and also
learn about the aims of her administration, what challenges existed that prevented the
aims from being reality and what aims she succeeded in achieving.
Benazir Bhutto wrote the book entitled Reconciliation: Islam, Democracy and
The West in which she gives a gripping account of her final months in Pakistan and offers
a bold new agenda for how to deal with the tide of Islamic radicalism and rediscover
tolerance and justice, the values that in her opinion lie at the heart of religion. She speaks
to the West but also to Muslims across the globe. We also get a first-hand account of her
first months in 1988; her goals, what she accomplished and what stood in her way and
her time in office in 1993. She is candid about what she wanted to do, what her priorities
were, what she accomplished and what had to be cast aside and for what reason.
Therefore, this book was a huge help in my research on Bhutto and informed my thinking
a great deal.
In the article entitled “Female Leadership of Democratic Transitions in Asia,”
Mark Thompson focuses his analysis on democratic uprising in Asia. He writes that “the
role of women in "engendering" democratic transitions through active participation in
social movements has long been recognized but female leaders of democratic transitions
have been extremely rare.”26 He claims that the importance of women leaders is quite

Mark Thompson, “Female Leadership of Democratic Transitions in Asia,” Pacific Affairs,
75.4 (Winter 2002-2003) p 535
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evident if we focus on "democratic revolutions"27 because these revolutions are,
according to him, characteristically peaceful and urban-based movements, defined as
"spontaneous popular uprisings-which topple dictators and begin a transition process that
eventually results in the consolidation of democracy."28 He focuses his research and
analysis in Asia, where women have been at the forefront of mass movements that have
overthrown unyielding dictatorships and resulted in a process of democratization. One of
several leaders he researches is Benazir Bhutto of Pakistan, so the information he
collected supported some of my thinking and provided a great deal of support for my
arguments, which I will discuss further in the chapter devoted to her tenure as prime
minister.
Anita Weiss wrote an article in 1990 entitled “Benazir Bhutto and the Future of
Women in Pakistan.” This article was published about a year and a half after Bhutto won
the office of Prime Minister in Pakistan. This article provided detailed information about
Bhutto’s first year in office, what she did and the challenges she faced. Weiss describes
the conflicting sides of the new democracy in Pakistan during Bhutto’s time in office and
how they battled each other and how the opposition forces seized upon any opportunity to
undermine the popularity of the PPP (Pakistan People’s Party) government. Weiss
explains the nature of her research by stating:
While it is still premature to assess its [PPP] actions, we can question
whether in fact it appears that the Bhutto government will cause much of a
difference in most peoples' lives, particularly in the lives of women. We
are, therefore, forced to question just how much power does Benazir
actually hold, and is it enough to accomplish what she promised in her
inauguration speech? Can she close the gap between the rich and the poor
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as pledged? What is the likely outcome of state policy now toward women
and the larger society?29
The information Anita offers has helped my research tremendously, especially given the
fact that there is not an overwhelming amount of information about Benazir’s tenure,
specifically. She provides a great deal of data that was challenging to find and provides
specific examples of the work Benazir did, and at times did not do, during her first year
in office.
Data/Statistics
A huge portion of my research was done analyzing data from various studies
conducted by institutions around the world. The statistics that have been compiled by
The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), The World Bank, The United Nations
Development Program (UNDP), and the United Nations Human Development Reports,
are useful. These reports have been done to assess growth and development in countries
around the world. The data compiled gives an accurate depiction of a country’s social
factors, such as literacy rates, education and health statistics, and infant mortality rates.
This can be used to assess the status of women in each country by year, which can then
be directly linked to the administration in charge, and in this case, the woman in office at
the time.
An analysis of each leader’s budgets and policies will allow me to examine each
leader’s commitment to women’s empowerment based on whether organizations and
programs geared at assisting women were created or deconstructed during each
presidency and whether laws protecting women and bettering their lives were
implemented. Examining each administration’s military expenditure compiled by the
29Anita
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Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) will show that perhaps these
leaders were more concerned with state security rather than social programs.
In the next chapter I will begin discussing the presidency of Violeta Chamorro of
Nicaragua. I will begin with a historical background to provide the context of her rise to
power, followed by an examination of her time in office and what her administration was
able to do for the women of her country.
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Chapter 4: Violeta Chamorro
Violeta Chamorro came to power after a period of major instability and civil war
in Nicaragua. Her tenure followed a period of socialist reform during which women’s
rights were enhanced. Therefore, I will briefly examine the treatment of women prior to
her rise to power and in particular, the policies of the Sandinista’s government that
preceded her in order to analyze the tenure of Chamorro and compare it with that of the
Sandinistas.
Role of Women in Nicaragua
Nicaragua takes its name from Nicarao, chief of the indigenous tribe that lived
around present-day Lake Nicaragua during the late 1400s and early 1500s.30 In 1524,
Hernandez de Cordoba founded the first Spanish permanent settlements in the region,
including two of Nicaragua's principal towns: Granada on Lake Nicaragua, and Leon,
located west of Lake Managua.31 Nicaragua gained independence from Spain in 1821,
briefly becoming a part of the Mexican Empire and then a member of a federation of
independent Central American provinces and in 1838, Nicaragua became an independent
republic.32 Much of Nicaragua's political history since independence has been
characterized by the rivalry between the Liberal elite of Leon and the Conservative elite
of Granada, which frequently led to civil war.33
In 1909, the United States provided political support to Conservative-led forces
rebelling against President Zelaya and intervened militarily to protect American lives and
30
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property. The United States maintained troops in Nicaragua from 1912 until 1933.34
After the departure of U.S. troops in 1933, National Guard Commander Anastasio
Somoza Garcia outsmarted his opponents and secured the presidency in 1936. The
Somoza dynasty, beset by corruption, ended in 1979 with a massive uprising led by the
Sandinista National Liberation Front (FSLN), which had conducted a low-scale guerrilla
war against the Somoza regime since the early 1960s.35
Before examining the effects of the Sandinista Rebellion on women in Nicaragua,
it is necessary to understand the nature of women’s political participation in prerevolutionary Nicaragua. The women’s movement in Nicaragua was primarily restricted
to electoral politics with the primary focus of gaining the right to vote and calls for
women’s suffrage began as early as 1880.36 By the 1920s, women expanded their
struggle to include the fight for equal access to education; however, the primary goal was
to obtain entry into political society. Throughout the 1920s, ‘30s, and ‘40s, sporadic
bursts of momentum kept the fight for women’s suffrage alive.37
The Somoza family consolidated power in 1936 and curtailed women’s
participation in society so sharply that many achievements of the early feminists became
virtually obsolete.38 In 1955, women were finally granted the right to vote, although they
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would have to wait until 1957 to actually exercise this right.39 While women’s suffrage
was an important historical milestone, it did little to change the political landscape.
Completely ignoring the contributions of earlier activists, the Somoza family took full
credit for women’s suffrage in hopes of gaining the support of Nicaragua’s newly
enfranchised female population.40 The Somoza family, particularly Luis and Anastasio
Somoza Debayle, repeatedly invoked their connection with women’s rights in order to
bolster the legitimacy of the dictatorship.41
The Somoza dictatorship used women’s enfranchisement to subdue challenges to
the patriarchal status quo. The women’s branch of the Liberal party, known as Ala
Femenina del Partido Liberal, was created in 1955 and charged with the task of grooming
women to be supporters of the regime.42 It was the Ala Femenina’s duty not only to turn
women voters out to the polls for Somoza but also to monitor and control women’s
participation. The Ala Femenina encouraged women to support the Somoza dictatorship
through “proper” and “acceptable” manifestations of political expression.43 Members of
the Ala Femenina focused their energy on electoral campaigning and were discouraged
from participating in more radical social movements. The Ala Femenina did positively
impact women in pre-revolutionary Nicaragua by providing an open, yet limited, space to
address political concerns and by offering support to women who sought public office.44
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However, these gains were largely negated by the Ala Femenina’s refusal to facilitate
independent feminist thinking.45
Women’s participation during the Somoza dictatorship was largely void of any
attempt to address concerns specifically facing women. After gaining the right to vote,
women became active in the struggle for better schools, more jobs, and public safety;
however, they supported these causes in a non-gender specific way.46 They did not
demand any change to the prevailing patriarchal gender ideology in Nicaragua. Instead,
women used their newfound electoral power to perpetuate a regime that subjected women
to marginalization in the workforce, government, and family setting.47
Women responded to economic hardship not only by migrating to cities but by
entering the workforce as well. In 1950, women made up 14 percent of the economically
active population; by 1977, that number increased to 29 percent.48 Joining the workforce
exposed women to a range of political ideologies absent from the environment of
traditional family life.
While economic devastation, disruption of the family, and urban migration
provided the desire for action, liberation theology provided women with a justification
for action. A new generation of clergy promulgated the philosophy of justice for the
poor, thus inspiring women to take action against the current regime.49 The voices of
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Catholic priests preaching against the regime and its economic policies added legitimacy
to the revolutionary movement and assured women of their right to security from
poverty.50
It was against this backdrop of social unrest that the Frente Sandinista de
Liberación Nacional (FSLN) emerged.
The Sandinistas’ Gender Policies
In July 1979, the new Sandinista government came to power in Nicaragua.
During the Sandinista revolution, the condition of women and the opportunities they had
to organize improved. A key element in the Sandinista political strategy was the
conversion of the lower classes and historically excluded sectors of society, including
women, into effective political actors. This was in part due to the fact that the Sandinista
leadership instituted a social regime, entitled Sandinismo, which clearly supported
women’s equality. The revolutionary forces that overthrew the Somoza dictatorship were
made up of 25 to 30 percent women, a percentage unprecedented in Nicaragua as well as
in the history of the Western Hemisphere at that time.51 Cynthia Chavez Metoyer
explains that even though the Sandinista’s commitment to gender equality became
secondary to other concerns, their administration opened political spaces and created an
environment in which women’s interests and equality could be pursued.52 While the
political participation of women during the revolution was groundbreaking, many critics
argue that the Sandinistas were simply using women to increase their numbers and
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strength in order to further the revolution. However, even if the motivations of the
Sandinistas were purely calculated, their policies were arguably helpful to women.
Women were empowered to put ideas in motion that laid the groundwork for grassroots
organizations to develop.
The Sandinista agrarian reform had a huge effect on the women of Nicaragua. It
began in 1979 with the redistribution of land that the previous dictator, Anastasio Somoza
and his close associates, had confiscated. According to one source over fifty thousand
farms (almost 3 million hectares) were redistributed.53 The reform affected 46.2 percent
of Nicaragua’s farmland and was distributed as follows: 13.9 percent was allocated to
production cooperatives, 11.7 percent was divided into state farms, 20.7 percent was
given to individuals and 2.1 percent was given back to indigenous communities.54 The
reason this act of reform is so important is because it was the first law in Latin America
to include the incorporation of women in its objectives. For example, the 1981 agrarian
reform law explicitly states that “neither gender nor kinship status would hinder someone
from becoming a beneficiary to the law.”55 The law also explicitly states that a goal of
the newly created cooperatives should be to encourage the participation of women,
stating that they should be “incorporated into the cooperatives under the same terms as
men with the same rights and duties.”56 Between the years 1979 and 1989, 5,800 women
benefited from the agrarian reform, representing 9.7 percent of the total beneficiaries
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affected by the law. Women also made up 11 percent of the cooperative workers and 8
percent of the individuals allotted plots of farmland.57
In 1979, a Statute of Rights was passed, aimed at improving the status of female
workers in agriculture by making wages payable to all workers over the age of fourteen
on an individual basis rather than to the male head of household. As a result, women
were able to receive their own income and this seemingly small change narrowed the
wage gaps between female and male agricultural workers.58 By 1989, women made up
29 percent of the temporary workers and 10 percent of the permanent farm workers.59
Thus, it can be argued that much of the Sandinista agrarian reform benefited women.
Carmen Deere maintains that the Sandinistas improved women’s status because
ideologically the Sandinistas believed that gender equality, not just class equality, was
necessary for social transformation, and because economically gender equality was
important to promote development.60 If half of the population is female and not working
or able to work, growth cannot be achieved. Thus the Sandinistas were committed to
agricultural development and gender equality among the workers. These two policies
were prioritized.
The Sandinistas also put into effect policies that improved the material conditions
of the female population as a whole. In fact, the day after the Sandinistas came to power,
they decreed the Law of the Means of Communication, which explicitly prohibited the
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use of women as sex objects in advertising.61 A few weeks later a program was initiated
that provided alternative-job training to prostitutes.62 More specifically, two laws were
introduced that directly addressed female-male relations: the Law of Relations between
Mothers, Fathers, and Children (1981) and the Provision Law (1982). The first law
“intended to remove men's special privileges over custody of divorce settlements and
recognized the legal rights of illegitimate children.”63 The second law made all adult
family members legally responsible for the well-being of their family and required that
financial obligations and household tasks be shared.64 While this is seemingly impossible
to regulate, it was perhaps a tool to validate the heavy burden placed upon women in the
home. In 1977, the FSLN had created The Association of Women to the National
Problem (AMPRONAC) to draw women into the revolutionary struggle against Somoza.
After the triumph the organization became known as AMNLAE, an organization that
encouraged Nicaraguan women to continue to organize and meet to better themselves “in
order to discover and understand [women's] specific situations and organize women to
change their reality to move forward in destroying the ideological chains that tie women
to a pattern of behavior that is dependent, submissive and that underestimates women's
capacities.”65 Even though the organization was initially designed to recruit women for
the revolution, the importance cannot be overlooked because after the revolution, the
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organization was able to take a new direction, away from recruitment for the revolution
and more specifically toward dealing with women’s issues.
Other examples of radical democracy can be seen in the 1987 Constitution, in
sections concerned with social rights, the rights of the family, and those of labor. The
constitution assured Nicaraguans the right to work in Article 57, to education found in
Article 58, and to health care covered in Article 59. But most importantly for this study,
it also established the absolute equality of rights and responsibilities between men and
women, in Article 73.66
Skeptics, such as Cynthia Metoyer, have criticized the efforts of the Sandinistas.
She writes that “despite the enactment of constitutional and legal guarantees, the impact
of the Sandinistas ideological commitment to gender equality was somewhat
problematic,”67 arguing that the Sandinistas were just using women as revolutionaries in
order to achieve their political goals. And Karen Kampwirth, contends that “women
were mobilized by the thousands in order to promote revolutionary agendas that had little
to do with gender equality.”68 These are complicated assumptions, leading to slightly
oversimplified conclusions. Often times, the very act of putting through gender specific
policies is difficult if not impossible for leaders around the world, so the laws the
Sandinistas put through should not be discredited so easily. Laws lay the groundwork for
real change. Nothing happens over night, but with laws in place, awareness grows and
incremental change is possible. Laws are not always arbitrary; they are the foundation
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for the cultural and structural changes that may pave the way for long lasting change.
However, it can also be argued that the Sandinistas involved women in order to gain
revolutionaries that would fight for them to gain office. It is difficult to say exactly and
both arguments have a substantial amount of information to back them. Perhaps there is
an area of grey between the two arguments, where the truth lies. Melinda Leonard writes
that the legacy of poverty resulting from the Somozas’ personal usurpation of
Nicaragua’s resources, as well as rising tensions with the United States, undermined the
Sandinistas’ struggle to institute the socialist policies that were the platform of their
revolution.69
It should be noted that the Sandinista gender policies were enacted by male
leadership, that of Daniel Ortega and his advisors. The policies were part of a socialist
program and not that unusual for socialist countries. By 1990, when Violeta Chamorro
came to power, socialism no longer existed and liberalism was beginning to spread
globally.
Violeta Barrios de Chamorro of Nicaragua
Violeta Barrios de Chamorro, known to her supporters as “Doña Violeta,” became
the first female President of Nicaragua in 1990 and was in office until 1996. Chamorro
came to power in Nicaragua after a period of turmoil characterized by conflict between
socialist and conservative forces. She confronted major security tasks as well as the task
of massive social reconstruction. In its 1989 report, the International Commission for the
Recovery and Development of Central America described Central America as “trapped in
a vicious circle in which violence impedes development and the poverty resulting from
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underdevelopment intensifies violence.”70 The civil war, known as the “contra war,” had
been extremely costly and destructive to the country. “The Contras” (counterrevolutionaries), of the opposition movement were trained and financed by the U.S.
government, and were spread throughout rural Nicaragua. The civil war took the military
and civilian death toll to an estimated 80,000, further ravaging an already fragile
infrastructure and economy.71 Although the conflict came to an official end in 1990 with
the election of Chamorro, periodic fighting between guerilla groups, that grew out of the
Contra movement continued throughout her presidency. Paul Oquist outlines the costly
nature of the contra war to give a better picture of what Chamorro’s administration
inherited upon election:
Material damage and damage to productive forces resulting from the war
totaled US $1,998 million; the financial blockade meant for Nicaragua a
loss of US $642 million, and the commercial embargo another US $459
million; the added costs for defense and security (in excess of the average
1980–1982 defense expenditure) in the period 1983–1989 totaled US
$1,933 million, for a total of US $5,032 million. The aggregate effect of
these on the gross national product was US $4,055 million, for a grand
total of US $9,087 million.72
As Chamorro discusses in her autobiography, she inherited a country riddled by poverty
and polarized by hate. She writes, “My first order of business was to demilitarize
Nicaragua.”73 She also writes that she felt the need to achieve an order of stability before
focusing on the many problems Nicaragua faced.
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Opposition candidate Violeta Barrios de Chamorro won against incumbent Daniel
Ortega with 54.7 percent of the vote and her campaign focused on her role as a mother
and widow. She usually dressed in white, in order for the people of Nicaragua to equate
her with the virgin mother of the bible. She presented herself as “the Mother of the
Nicaraguans.”74 Chamorro had never personally taken part in the revolution, so she was
perhaps viewed as a docile, benevolent, leader. The symbolism found quite openly in her
campaign foreshadowed what some argue were antifeminist policies put into effect
during her tenure. There was little focus placed on her qualifications during the
campaign. According to Metoyer, “Chamorro's lack of experience as a statesperson was
evident in her early campaign speeches, which she slowly read in a painfully monotone
fashion. Chamorro pledged to end the war and stressed reconciliation.”75
From the start it was clear that her primary goal for Nicaragua was national
security, which is a possible reason why Chamorro remained silent on women’s issues
and gender equality. Chamorro and her administration went to great lengths to promote
traditional family values by, among other measures, ordering new school texts that
emphasized women's traditional roles as wife and mother during her tenure in office.76
Feminists argue that this is a controversial idea to promote and limits women to the
household. She told a reporter, “I’m not a feminist, nor do I want to be one. I am a
woman dedicated to my home as Pedro [husband] taught me.”77 Countless feminist
critics have used this quote to argue that it was clear from the start that Chamorro would
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not be concerned with women’s empowerment during her tenure. While that is
debatable, the quote does illustrate her traditional views of women in society. Her devout
Catholicism was another indication that she would remain opposed or, at the very least
silent, on abortion and contraception. International theory based in the study of
personality and how it affects leadership argues that a leader’s personality has a
tremendous effect on what they do while in office. This theory would support the
assumption, that it was her traditional values and religious beliefs that led her to be soft
on issues pertaining to gender equality.
Chamorro’s family history in politics must also be noted as a potential reason why
gender relations were not a priority. Chamorro’s deceased husband, Pedro Joaquin
Chamorro, was an outspoken opponent of the Somoza administration for decades, and
used his position as editor of his newspaper, La Prensa, as a forum for dissent. He was
assassinated in January 1978 and this set off waves that led to periods of insurrection.
The FSLN rode this wave and took control of the country the following July.78 This
family history in politics is potentially problematic when assessing her goals as president
because it can be argued that there was no real inner motivation for her rise to power,
making her less oriented to goals of gender equality.
Chamorro also introduced policies of economic structural adjustment in order to
align the country more closely with the prevailing global liberal norms. These policies
were put into effect to stabilize the country but incidentally they caused women some
harm. Even though her main goal to stabilize her country was a good one, there were
some negative effects. However, it is understandable that in this instance, economic
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stability for a war ravaged country would be of greater importance than promoting gender
equality.
When Chamorro came into office, her main goal was to mend the Nicaraguan
economy, by shifting from the Sandinista redistributive social model79 to an export model
based on neoliberal principles, specifically, structural adjustment programs (SAPs), that
would hopefully bring about a certain level of economic stability which could in turn,
bring about increased national security.80 SAPs are programs promoted by the World
Bank and The International Monetary Fund which place conditions on the loans they
distribute. The ultimate aim of SAPs is to make the borrowing country more market
oriented, and more focused on trade and production, thus boosting the economy.
Metoyer provides a thorough explanation:
Neoliberal adjustment programs seek to stimulate economic development
through a combination of adjustment and stabilization policies.
Adjustment involves a standard set of policies designed to achieve
structural changes to enhance allocative efficiency, strengthen local
currency, eliminate inflation, stimulate international trade, and result in
rapid economic growth. Typically the policies involve cutbacks in public
sector employment, limits on food and other crop subsidies, reduction in
public spending, restrictions on credit, and reduction in government
intervention in the economy. Structural reforms focus on introducing
appropriate market incentives by deregulating domestic goods markets,
privatizing state-owned enterprises, downsizing the government and
balancing its budget, eliminating obstacles to savings and investments, and
liberalizing trade by lowering tariffs between 5 and 20 percent.81
However, the effect of these programs on women is often negative. Structural
adjustments resulted in widespread elimination of public sector jobs, and the job market
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for women thus declined drastically. For those women who were employed, their salaries
were typically lower than those of men with comparable professional experience and
education, with men making twice as much as women in some cases.82 Many critics of
adjustment point out that the effects of SAP’s on households are not taken into
consideration because measures are usually implemented and analyzed in relation to the
paid labor market and this oversight is particularly detrimental to women. Labor supplies
are maintained and reproduced in the paid labor force as well as in the unpaid labor force;
these supplies include housework, chores, child care, and senior care. However,
economists tend to treat SAP’s as if they are costless and they overlook the work that is
required for its maintenance because the work is unpaid and therefore has no bearing on
the larger economic variables.83 Yet it is, ironically, at the domestic, household level that
leaders like Chamorro expect social services that have been cut from budgets to be
absorbed without any repercussions on the economy. What some economists see as an
increase in productivity and efficiency attributed to SAPs, may be a misguided
contention, and instead may really be a transfer of costs from the paid economy to the
unpaid economy, the household. For example, an effort to make hospitals more efficient
may ultimately lead to a patient’s premature discharge and that patient may still need
time to recuperate. This moves the burden of patient care from the paid staff at the
hospital to the unpaid female relatives at home.84
In Nicaragua, and many Latin American countries, motherhood is a social
construction in which the women are celebrated as heroes. However, this also reinforces
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subordination, by keeping women in the home, caring for the children and managing
household duties. When women from lower income families take on a job outside the
home, their workload in essence doubles, but the domestic duties are still primarily their
responsibility. One study suggests that 6 percent of domestic chores are performed by
men, 16 percent of chores are done by men and women and 78 percent of the remaining
household chores are performed exclusively by women.85
This is not to suggest that Chamorro enacted SAPs knowing the effect they would
have on women in her country but the bottom line is that they did affect the women of
Nicaragua in an arguably negative way. Some women in Nicaragua disagreed with the
adjustment policies, so much so that in the first three months of Chamorro’s presidency,
they took to the streets, banging pots and pans, to protest the new economic SAPs she
was designing.86 Lois Wessel states that “women are especially hit hard by this situation
because they generally earn less, are often single heads of household and face the ‘Rosie
the Riveter” syndrome where men demobilized from the army or fired from state jobs
have now taken over their jobs.”87
A study conducted by the World Bank in 2001 reported that the unemployment
rate among women in 1995 had risen to 19 percent from 4.6 percent in 1985. However,
the unemployment of men had also risen to 15 percent in 1995 from 2 percent in 1985.88
Based on this statistic it cannot be argued that Chamorro’s policies targeted women only,
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but rather that the unemployment rate was simply higher during her tenure than during
the Sandinistas’. Her adjustment policies had a negative effect on employment rates,
regardless of gender; in other words, men and women were equally unemployed.
What the reduction in funds for education and health care did mean was that
fewer social services were available. During the first two years of their time in office the
Chamorro administration dissolved The Nicaraguan Social Security and Social Welfare
Institutes (INSSBI). Day care centers were closed down or the funding for them was
drastically reduced, support centers for battered women were closed and workshops to
prevent domestic violence were eliminated by mid-1990.89 President Chamorro and her
Minister of Education Sofonias Cisneros announced that sex education would no longer
be taught in schools and that it was the responsibility of parents to talk to their children
about sex.90 Chamorro also cut other government positions, including the Coordinator of
the National Sex Education Committee.
These cuts affected women specifically; Nicaragua in the nineties had the highest
birthrate in the hemisphere, after Haiti, with an average of five children born to every
woman in the city and seven in the countryside. 91 To provide a comparison, the average
birthrate per woman in the United States was 1.8.92 However, the birthrate in Nicaragua
was actually higher in 1980, with statistics showing 6.14 children to every woman.93 And
that number continues to fall reaching an all-time low in 1995 with 4.14 to every
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woman.94 This data is problematic for the claims that Chamorro’s cuts in social
programs had a negative effect on women or that they affected the birthrate during her
tenure. However, when examining another measure of women’s health, many sources
cite that by 1996, infant mortality rates (IMR) that had previously declined under the
Sandinistas, were now the highest in Central America.95 In 1974, the infant mortality rate
was 120 deaths per 1,000 births, but this dropped in 1985 to 76.4 deaths per 1,000.96
Other statistics show that the IMR stayed the same during the first three years of the
Chamorro administration; so although she did not help the IMR of Nicaragua, it also did
not get worse under her administration.97 Infant mortality rates are an important statistic
that point directly to the health and well-being of a country’s female population.
Right before the elections, Chamorro said during an interview on Catholic Radio
that one of her first tasks as president would be to shut down the private feminist clinic
that performs abortions.98 In addition, under Chamorro, the director at The Bertha
Calderón Hospital shut down the therapeutic abortion committee and began deciding
each case without consulting his colleagues. Before he took over the position as director,
an average of thirty therapeutic abortions were performed each month.99 In contrast, in
that first month he was in charge, only one abortion was granted. One of the cases
rejected was that of a severely retarded adolescent with two incapacitated parents, who
94
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had been raped by her neighbor.100 Feminist lawyer Marvis Jiron was quoted in 1991 as
ferociously pointing out that, “three new laws have been passed protecting the rights of
cattle, not one concerning the rights of women.”101 Thus it is understandable that many
people felt the Chamorro administration was not doing its part to better the status of
women.
Karen Kampwirth contends that “by 1992 Nicaragua had the largest, most
pluralistic, and most feminist women's movement in Central America.”102 But she goes
on to explain this apparent contradiction in a very interesting way. She believes that the
organizational experience pioneered by women during the Sandinista era, allowed them
to achieve even more in the 1990s. She also believes that women representatives in the
National Assembly would occasionally cross party lines to support women’s issues and
that the FSLN rule assuring women candidates 30 percent of the slots on the party's
national electoral list also helped.
Something else worth noting is Nicaragua’s ranking in the Human Development
Reports compiled by the United Nations. According to the report compiled for 1992,
Nicaragua had a Human Development Index (HDI) of .496, which ranked them at 97 out
of 160 developing countries surveyed.103 This number is low and improved a great deal
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under the administration that followed Chamorro because Nicaragua was listed as an HDI
of 116 in the UNHDRP of 1998.104
Despite these economic cuts that had an arguably negative effect on women, it
could be argued that Chamorro had bigger concerns after securing office, state security
issues that trumped an agenda to close the gender divide. Her administration is described
by writer David Close:
Chamorro's government was not a strong one. A modern political scientist
might say that it failed to integrate the political system. This showed itself
most obviously in the state's inability to control violence. Though the
violence was never so great as to threaten the state's survival, it was a big
enough problem for anyone unlucky enough to be caught up in it. People
suffered because the government lacked the power to assure its citizens
peace, order, and good government.105
In addition to dealing with guerillas and ex-soldiers who had not yet demobilized,
Chamorro’s government faced continuous political violence and unrest in the
form of protests and strikes throughout her entire tenure. Homicide rates spiked
in 1992, according to a study compiled by the Pan American Health Organization
(PAHO-OPS).106 For these reasons, it seems that the main goal of the president
was to maintain order and stability for Nicaragua.
For example, in May 1990, 70,000 workers from the Unión Nacional de
Empleados, the public service union went on strike.107 The country was
paralyzed, and the strike caused a complete halt in all transportation, including the
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airport, as the strikers occupied public buildings. Talks between the labor
minister and union leaders finally led to a settlement granting 100 percent pay
raise and the establishment of a committee to propose reforms to the law.108
Another incident occurred less than two months later. The newly formed
National Workers' Front called its 41,000 members to strike, this time adding
concerns about privatization to its economic claims. President Chamorro
dismissed the strikers, accusing them of being tools of a Sandinista conspiracy to
destabilize her government and she refused to negotiate with them. The result was
an enormous strike, involving an estimated 130,000 people that shut down the
capital. Street fights followed, leaving six dead and over a hundred injured.
Negotiations eventually resumed and the crisis was resolved by the
administration’s promise to slow the pace of privatization and give labor a formal
role in wage policy.109
Other forms of violence during her administration came from the demilitarized
guerillas, once a part of the Contras, who took up arms again a year into her
administration. Land shortages and poverty were the immediate cause of renewed
violence.110 The return of the Rearmados (or “recontras”) sparked the return of
demobilized Sandinista troops known as the “recompas,” and the return of violent
conflict across the country. In March and August 1993 the violent conflict peaked
between the “recontras” and the “recompas.”111 The first signs appeared in March as
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“recompas” began mobilizing. The “recontras” then seized the Nicaraguan embassy in
San José, Costa Rica, for thirteen days but were eventually able to negotiate a ransom
with the Chamorro government.112 On July 21, an estimated 120–200 armed members of
the Revolutionary Campesino Worker Front (FROC) occupied the northern city of
Estelí.113 These recompas held the historic Sandinista stronghold for three days before
being ousted by the army. Officially, forty-five died and ninety-eight were wounded.114
On August 19, there were more protests from the Northern Front 3-80, a recontra group
that would stay in business for the duration of the Chamorro years and even into the
administration of the succeeding president Miguel Alemán. The group took forty-one
people hostage in Quilalí, in northern Nicaragua.115 Among the forty-one were FSLN
deputies Doris Tijerino and Carlos Gallo. For these reasons, it seems both obvious and
understandable that the focus of the Chamorro government was peace and stability, more
so than social issues, including women’s empowerment.
However, there are perplexing statistics that show that despite the civil unrest
during her administration, Chamorro was cutting defense spending. In 1991, Chamorro’s
budget was not well received and the point of dispute was over the defense allocation.
One of Chamorro's goals was to reduce the military and this was accomplished in the
seven months between her inauguration and the budget presentation. Chamorro reduced
the military from some 80,000 troops to 28,400 and cut its budget from US$166 million
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to US$78 million.116 This was not enough for members of government, so they cut
another US$20 million from the defense budget, a decrease that would have meant
laying-off an additional 10,000 soldiers.117 The president vetoed their revisions to the
budget and after a week of intense lobbying by the executive (and a promise to cut
defense spending by another US$8 million) the legislature sustained her veto, in a 69-to21 vote.118 In 1992, the same scene played out in which Chamorro submitted a budget
asking for about US$42 million to maintain a military with 21,000 troops. The UNO
caucus, however, wanted deeper cuts, complaining that the army had done badly
controlling riots that had broken out over the past year. Thus, they deleted US$4.3
million from the president's proposal.119 Again Chamorro vetoed the budget, and again
her veto was sustained, but this time only by two votes, 47 to 45.120
In terms of GDP, in 1991 approximately 4 percent of Nicaragua’s GDP121 went
towards military expenditures. This number went down over the course of the Chamorro
administration and by 1993 defense spending was at 2.1 percent and by 1995 it was only
1.1 percent.122 While there is no official explanation given for these cuts, it is rather
confusing. It should also be noted that in 1995 1.8 percent of the GDP was spent on
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health and education,123 so by 1995 slightly more was actually being spent on education
and health than on the military.
Additionally, in 1991 and 1992 the Chamorro administration received an
estimated US$ 2 billion in foreign aid to pay off outstanding debts.124 Paradoxically,
however, the government itself and all the country's political and social sectors agree that
poverty and unemployment worsened considerably during those same two years. To be
fair, it is apparent it would take some time to improve things.
Chamorro’s victory certainly broke the mold of Latin American presidents: she
was a woman, a mother and a widow, a complete break from the male leaders who came
before her. Her election also proved that it was possible for a woman to be elected and
this was extremely important. However, despite this, there has been great debate among
feminist critics as to whether Chamorro helped or hindered women’s interests. Some
argue that the very act of her holding office was a huge advancement for the female
population, since only thirty-seven125 women worldwide had ever been heads of state at
that time. It certainly challenged the “machisto” notion rampant in Nicaragua and most
Latin American countries that political office is reserved for men.126 Other critics argue
that her economic structural adjustment policies pushed women out of the workplace and
back into the home, to a more traditional role as wife and mother.
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If Violeta Chamorro could have found a way to incorporate her SAP policies
while maintaining some of the Sandinistas social programs to activate women in the
political system, things may have been viewed differently by feminist critics and they
may not have judged her so harshly. Accomplishments that can be attributed to
Chamorro are: maintaining constitutional rule in the midst of conflict, giving Nicaragua
a free press, allowing political opposition and providing some economic stability.127 It
can be argued that without economic stability and national security, gender equality
policies could not be successfully implemented in a country. She also never created a
platform for gender equality and never committed to putting through policies to benefit
women, so it can be argued that it is not fair to dissect her presidency based on policies
she never agreed to promote. As was mentioned earlier, it can be argued that she was
faced with so many issues of security, that the gender divide was not a priority.
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Chapter 5: Ellen Johnson Sirleaf
In the fourteen years prior to Ellen Johnson Sirleaf’s election, the country was
ravaged by civil war during which many Liberian women were systematically raped
and abused. Over the course of those years, murderous warlords supported by Sierra
Leone fought government forces and each other. Both sides conscripted child soldiers
and inflicted wanton violence against women and the civilian population, killing an
estimated 200,000 people and driving 850,000 more into refugee camps in
neighboring countries.128 A description of the chaos and violent history of Liberia
provides an important backdrop to the efforts of Sirleaf to restore stability and create
space for the rule of law.
History of Liberia
Liberia, "land of the free," was founded by free African-Americans, freed slaves
from the United States beginning in 1820.129 Thousands of freed American slaves and
free African-Americans arrived during the following years, leading to the formation of
more settlements and culminating in a declaration of independence of the Republic of
Liberia on July 26, 1847.130 In Liberia's early years, the Americo-Liberian settlers
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periodically encountered stiff and oftentimes violent opposition from indigenous
Africans, who were excluded from citizenship in the new Republic until 1904. At the
same time, British and French colonial expansionists invaded Liberia, taking over
much of its territory.131 Politically, the country was ruled by the True Whig Party
(TWP). Joseph Jenkins Roberts, who was born and raised in America, was Liberia's
first President. The style of government and the country’s constitution was fashioned
on that of the United States, and the Americo-Liberian elite controlled political power
and restricted the voting rights of the indigenous population.132 The True Whig Party
dominated all sectors of Liberia from independence in 1847 until April 12, 1980, when
indigenous Liberian Master Sergeant Samuel K. Doe (from the Krahn ethnic group)
seized power in a coup d'etat.133 Doe's forces executed President William R. Tolbert
and several heads of his government, mostly of Americo-Liberian descent. One
hundred and thirty-three years of Americo-Liberian political domination ended with
the formation of the People's Redemption Council (PRC).134
Over time, the Doe administration began endorsing members of Doe's Krahn
ethnic group, and they soon dominated political and military life in Liberia. This
raised ethnic tension again and caused frequent hostilities between the dominant
Krahns and other ethnic groups in the country.135
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After the October 1985 elections, Doe solidified his control. The period after
the elections saw increased human rights abuses, corruption, and ethnic tensions and
the standard of living further worsened.136 Life under the Doe military regime for
women was especially filled with fear. A statement given by a man who had grown
up in Monrovia described it this way:
Doe proceeded to take the law into his own hands, effecting murders and
rapes with impunity. Everyone was frightened; if a man were walking with
his wife or daughter on the street, Doe’s men or others would simply take
the woman and rape her. I personally witnessed such an event one day in
the vicinity of the radio station. When I saw three soldiers take a woman
into a building, I ran to find their commander; but by the time the
commander arrived the woman, presumably raped by all three, simply sat
weeping on the ground. Only one of the perpetrators was detained, and the
next day he was released.137

According to countless reports, this was a commonplace practice. Women’s
empowerment did not exist under the Doe administration and human rights violations
were not limited to women.
1989-1996 Civil War
The Liberian civil conflict began in December 1989 when the National Patriotic
Front of Liberia, led by Charles Taylor, crossed into Liberia from the Ivory Coast to
overthrow the government of Samuel Doe. This group, who called themselves the
National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL), initially encountered support but The
Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL) eventually launched counterattacks against Taylor’s
forces.138 Ethnic tensions that had increased under Doe’s rule fueled the fighting. Ten
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months after the war began, The Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) peacekeeping force, ECOMOG, entered the conflict under a cease-fire
and peace deal, albeit without the support or agreement of the NPFL.139 The NPFL
continued to make military gains in the capital of Monrovia, and widespread atrocities
were reported in Krahn and Mandingo areas.140 The Mandingoes were still largely
victims of the NPFL onslaughts until 1991, when they, along with exiled Krahn,
organized the United Liberation Movement for Democracy in Liberia (ULIMO).141
In September 1990, President Samuel Doe visited the ECOMOG headquarters in
Monrovia, where officials urged him to accept exile outside of Liberia. At the port,
Doe was captured and taken to the INPFL’s Caldwell base. The circumstances that led
to Doe’s visit to Free Port are still unclear; however, after Doe arrived, Prince
Johnson’s INPFL attacked the headquarters and captured, tortured, and killed him.142
Johnson’s INPFL and Taylor’s NPFL continued to struggle for control of Monrovia in
the months that followed.
In September 1995, in accordance with the Abuja Peace Accords, the seven
factions involved in the continual fighting joined to form the Liberian Council of
State. Despite this agreement, fighting continued until 1996 and it was during this
time that some of the war’s deadliest battles took place. However, in accordance with
the timetable laid out in a supplement to the accords (the “Abuja Supplement”),
Peter Dennis, “A Brief History of Liberia,” International Center for Transitional Justice,
MAY 2006
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elections were conducted in July 1997 and Charles Taylor was declared winner, with
nearly 75 percent of the vote.143 Some have speculated that Taylor won because many
citizens believed that electing him was the only way to end the war.
Nearly half of Liberia’s 2.5 million people were forced to flee their homes at
least once during the civil conflict, giving Liberia the largest percentage of refugees
and internally displaced people of any country in the world.144 Liberians who fled to
Monrovia lived in and traveled through parts of the country that were under the
control of one or more factions before they reached Monrovia and the relative
protection of a West African peacekeeping force.
A survey conducted in 1994, which consisted of 205 women between the ages of
15 and 70 years of age reported that 49 percent of these women had experienced at
least one form of physical or sexual assault by a soldier during the first civil war.145
An additional 17 percent had been beaten or held captive and 15 percent had been
brutally raped.146 Women who were subjected to strip searches and fondled made up
an additional 32 percent.147
1997–2003: Civil War
Peace in Liberia, if it ever really existed, was short lived. By the late 1990s, it
was clear from reports that Taylor was supporting the Revolutionary United Front
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(RUF) in the civil war in neighboring Sierra Leone. As a result, the UN imposed
sanctions on the Liberian government, including the following:
-An arms-importation ban
-A ban on foreign travel by high-ranking members of the government and their
immediate families
-A ban on trading “blood diamonds” 148
At the same time there was a growing opposition movement to Taylor’s
government within Liberia, based largely in northern Lofa County. This opposition
group, Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD), headed by Sekou
Conneh (a businessman married to the daughter of Guinean President Lansana Conté),
began to engage in sporadic fighting with the AFL in 1999.149 By 2000, it was
believed that LURD controlled nearly 80 percent of the countryside.150 Fighting
between the government forces and LURD continued through 2002, but Taylor
maintained control of Monrovia.
Throughout the fighting both the AFL and LURD were accused of widespread
human rights violations against innocent civilians as well as child soldier
recruitment.151 With fighting intensifying, Charles Taylor agreed to participate in an
ECOWAS-sponsored peace summit in Ghana. In the hope that Taylor would be
arrested by his Ghanaian hosts, the Office of the Prosecutor of the Special Court for
Sierra Leone unsealed an indictment against him. Reportedly caught by surprise and
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unwilling to arrest Taylor, Ghana refused to detain him. Within hours Taylor returned
to Monrovia. In the following months, fighting intensified in and around Monrovia.152
Finally, in August 2003, Taylor accepted an ECOWAS-brokered peace deal that
offered him into asylum in Nigeria and proposed an ECOWAS vanguard intervention
force. Taylor’s vice president, Moses Blah, finished the remaining term and was
followed by a transition interim government headed by Liberian businessman Gyude
Bryant.153 In October 2003, the UN took over peacekeeping operations from
ECOWAS and established the UN Mission in Liberia (UNMIL). In the years that
followed, active disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration and rebuilding efforts
unfolded.
Women’s Organizations in Liberia
The role women’s organizations have played in Liberia are important discuss,
especially because they are credited with helping Sirleaf get elected.
The role women’s organizations played throughout the course of the civil wars
is interesting. Although many women suffered a great deal of violence during the civil
wars, many other women united for peace, creating organizations aimed at ending the
conflict. Women were tired of seeing their husbands and sons killed, their daughters
raped and kidnapped, so they organized together to peacefully protest and call for an
end to the war. A group of four women eventually turned into 500, and so the Women
of Liberia Mass Action for Peace Campaign was created.154 They organized
themselves to lead a peaceful initiative for international intervention in Liberia’s civil
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conflict. They sat on the streets together dressed in white shirts holding signs that
begged the soldiers to lay down their guns, they held prayer vigils and petitioned the
heads of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) to arrange
peace talks in Accra, Ghana in July of 2003 – the talks that gave rise to the
Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) which brought an end to the civil conflict.155
Another organization, Women in Peacebuilding Network (WIPNET), is actually
credited with helping President Sirleaf get elected. WIPNET made it a point to ensure
women’s representation during the 2005 election. Initially, many women expressed an
indifferent attitude to voting, believing that the previous government structures had
never done anything to advance them as a group. Five days before the last day in the
registration period, WIPNET realized that market women were not registering to vote.
In response, a coalition of 200 women, led by WIPNET, provided transportation,
childcare, and supervision of market stalls to allow women the means to leave their
work and register to vote. At the end of five days, and additional 7,400 women had
registered to vote.156
Ellen Johnson Sirleaf: Biographical History
Ellen Johnson Sirleaf was born on October 29th, 1938 in Monrovia, Liberia. Her
father was the son of a Gola chief and was taken in as a ward by the McGrity family and
in the name of assimilation was renamed Carney Johnson. He benefited from his time as
a ward because the McGrity family sent him to school and he was given a solid primary
education, which opened up the world for him. Eventually, he apprenticed with a
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practicing attorney in Liberia and became a lawyer himself. He began looking towards a
life in politics as a way to serve his country and build on his career, as Sirleaf describes in
memoir.157 Her mother Martha, was born to a woman from Sinoe County and a father
who was a trader from Germany. This made Martha stand out in the village she grew up
in because she had fair skin and wavy hair. Nonetheless, the two were married and
according to Sirleaf, determined and eager to create a better life for themselves and their
family.158
Her father was eventually elected to the House of Representatives and was the
first indigenous man to be so; a major accomplishment. President Tubman was in office
at this time and not only appointed Sirleaf’s father to many foreign delegations but often
visited their home, she recounts fondly in her memoir. Her father travelled a lot for
work, and her care was left up to her mother. She describes her father as a womanizer,
who chased after women and had extramarital affairs, but also seems forgiving of this,
writing that “this was not particularly frowned upon at that time. Polygamy was the
dominant form of marriage in Liberia and most of West Africa before the arrival of
settlers and colonists.”159 Her mother, a devout Catholic, was no doubt pained by these
activities, but according to Sirleaf, she kept any strain in the marriage away from the
children.160 She found solace in religion and focused her energy on education, eventually
opening a school close by, which was attended by dozens of children as well as Sirleaf
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and her sibilings. Her parents broke through many boundaries, which set the groundwork
for Sirleaf to follow in their footsteps.
As a child, it was important to her father that his children stay connected to their
indigenous roots and they spent a great deal of time in the village with their grandparents.
Sirleaf writes that she was grateful her father did this because it would have been easy for
him to disappear into the elite settler class because they had accepted him and he had
married a woman that did not look African in any way.161 It would have been easy for
them to walk away from their rural background, but they did not.
Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf has led a distinguished career spanning nearly four decades
in the private and public domain in Liberia and internationally. While growing up in
Liberia she attended high school at the College of West Africa in Monrovia, studying at
Madison Business College, the University of Colorado and Harvard University’s
Kennedy School of Government, where she obtained a Master’s Degree in Public
Administration in 1971.162 In 1965, she joined the Treasury Department in Liberia,
where she was eventually selected to be Minister of Finance in 1979, during which time
she implemented measures to limit the mismanagement of government finances. After
the military coup d’état in 1980, Sirleaf served as President of the Liberian Bank for
Development and Investment (LBDI) but fled Liberia that same year to avoid the
suppressive government that was gaining momentum.163 She went to Kenya and served
as Vice President of CITICORP’s Africa Regional Office in Nairobi, and later moved to
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Washington, D.C. to assume the position of Senior Loan Officer at the World Bank, and
Vice President for Equator Bank. In 1992 she joined the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) as Assistant Administrator and Director of its Regional Bureau of
Africa with the rank of Assistant Secretary-General of the United Nations.164
Ironically, what many political biographies do not mention is that in 1956, she
married a man named Doc, with whom she had four sons. What many do not know is
that throughout the entirety of her marriage, Sirleaf was verbally and physically abused
by her husband.165 This is one of many reasons why she has made women’s
empowerment a priority during her administration. She poignantly writes in her memoir:
Domestic violence knows no geographical boundaries. It exists in every
nation, every society, every corner of the world and neither Africa in
general nor Liberia in particular is immune to this particular disease.
Right from the start of my administration, even in my inaugural address, I
pledged to bring the full weight of the government against those who
would continue this terrible abuse. Those who violate our women and girls
know that they will bear the force of the law.166
When President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf won the election in 2006, she inherited a
country that had been ravaged by civil conflict; there were displaced citizens,
traumatized combatants, a broken economy and society. It was clear from the start,
when she was inaugurated that gender issues would be a part of her agenda, in
addition to her promises to rebuild the nation’s economy, government and society. In
an excerpt from her first inauguration speech she said:
My Administration shall thus endeavor to give Liberian women
prominence in all affairs of our country. My Administration shall
164
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empower Liberian women in all areas of our national life. We will support
and increase the writ of laws that restore their dignities and deal drastically
with crimes that dehumanize them. We will enforce without fear or favor
the law against rape recently passed by the National Transitional
Legislature. We shall encourage families to educate all children,
particularly the girl child. We shall also try to provide economic programs
that enable Liberian women to assume their proper place in our economic
revitalization process.167
Thus President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf made it a priority to include women in Liberia's
reconstruction: women were named to head the ministries of commerce, justice,
finance, youth and sports, and gender and development. They also comprised five of
the fifteen county superintendents.168
She followed through with her stated goals from the beginning. In August of
2006, President Sirleaf created the Liberian Education Fund (LEF) – Monrovia. Some
of the accomplishments that can be attributed to this organization are the building of
fifty schools, reaching 500 Teachers through short-term programs and providing
scholarships to 5000 Girls/Women in formal schools and women in literacy
programs.169 LET has reportedly reached every county in Liberia through
construction, literacy or scholarships.170 Additionally, LET has implemented a
scholarship program for 100 girls in the Southeast and has also undertaken a
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scholarship program for 200 impoverished but high achieving girls at the F-SHAM
School of Girls with support from PLAN Liberia.171
Another policy worth mentioning is the National Gender Policy (NGP) that
emerged in 2009 from a participatory process involving Liberian Government
Ministries and Agencies, public and private institutions, women‘s NGOs, religious
leaders, cultural leaders, the national legislature, media practitioners, other civil
society organizations, youth and community based organizations nationwide. The
NGP is a powerful tool, calling for the integration of gender perspectives in all
policies and programs on behalf of Ms. Vabah Gayflor, the Liberian Minister of
Gender Development. Gayflor outlines why this policy is so important to Liberian
stability and development:
The Government of Liberia is strongly committed to gender equality as a
means of maintaining peace, reducing poverty, enhancing justice and
promoting development in the country. It is in furtherance of this
commitment, that a National Gender Policy was developed in 2009
through a wide consultative process with input from various stakeholders.
The Policy recommends that gender mainstreaming and gender budgeting
should be adopted as a development approach and shall inform the
economic reform agenda, medium and long term development planning,
value re-orientation, social transformation and other development
initiatives of government.172
The goal of the National Gender Policy is to mainstream gender in the national
development processes, enhance women and girl empowerment for sustainable
and equitable development; and create and strengthen gender responsive
structures and mechanisms in which both women and men can participate and
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benefit from development programs on equal basis.173 A policy such as this
sends a very clear message about the priorities of the Sirleaf administration; one
of their main goals is women’s empowerment.
The findings of the report reveal that women and girls in Liberia play an
essential role in Liberia‘s economy but face countless obstacles that prevent
them from full participation in economic activities. The reason the report gives
is because gender segregation in the labor market and women‘s multiple roles in
the family limit their opportunities for economic empowerment. Women are
major players in the agriculture sector, providing all marketing and trading
services, and linking rural and urban markets through their personal networks.174
However, despite their important contribution, they neither own land nor have
secure tenure to the land they work on, compared to men.175 For these reasons,
and countless more outlined in the policy itself, the Ministry for Gender and
Development had created and is currently implementing the NGP.
Statistics compiled by reports and organizations provide more information about
the administration. In terms of literacy rates in 2005, 47 percent of women over the
age of 15 could read and write but by 2009, that number rose to 55 percent.176 Before
Sirleaf came to office, the number of women who held seats in parliament was 8; by
2009 it was 13, an increase of over 50 percent.177 According to the World Bank, in
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2005, the female labor force participation rate (percent of women between the ages of
15-64) was 69 percent. This number saw no growth as of statistics dated 2009. This
proportion of women workers is about average when compared to statistics for other
Sub-Saharan countries.178 Fertility rates amongst women were 5.6 children in 2005
and this number decreased, only slightly in 2009 to 5.3.179 While these statistics seem
to be heading in the right direction it is still an indication that there is still much work
to be done. Another important measure is the Human Development Index (HDI)
which was at .265 in 2004; compare this number to the 2010 data of .300 and it is
clear that incremental progress is being made, regardless of how slow it may seem.180
At 2009, Liberia was still ranked under “very-low human development” at 169 out of
177 countries surveyed.181
Another important measure of the condition of women is infant mortality rates.
In 2006, when Sirleaf took office, the IMR in Liberia was the highest it had ever been,
with 152 children out of 1,000 under the age of one-year-old dying.182 In addition, the
maternal mortality ratio, estimated at 1,200 deaths per 100,000 live births, was one of
the highest in the world in 2006.183 Compare these numbers to the more recent data
for Liberia, and the progress made is clear. In 2010, the IMR in Liberia was
calculated at 74 out of every 1,000 live births. Still a staggering number when
177
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compared with the rest of the world, but a decrease by more than 50 percent, which is
worth noting.
Military expenditure as a percentage of the Liberian Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) was .6 percent in 2006 and remained the same until it increased a little in 2009
to 0.8 percent.184 This is a rather low expenditure when compared to other postconflict countries, like Nicaragua who had defense spending at 4 percent of the GDP,
post conflict. In contrast, the total government expenditure on education was 12
percent in 2008 according to the World Bank.185 Since Sirelaf has been in office, the
percentage of government spending on health has increased from 11.9 percent in 2004
before she became president to almost 17 percent in 2008.186 It is also worth noting
that Liberia received an estimated 229 million from the United States in 2010 for the
purpose of development.187
Efforts have continued under President Sirleaf to bridge the gender gap. An act
to promote women’s participation in government was in 2011 in the process of
approval and ratification in the Liberian Senate. The law states inter alia: “There shall
be no less than 30 percent and no more than 70 percent representation of each gender
in national elected officers and heads of principal and subsidiary organs and structures
of each registered political party in Liberia.”188 She is also the founding member of
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the International Institute for Women in Political Leadership.189 Since being reelected in 2011, as of the writing of this paper, a recent online article in March 2012
reports that of 14 possible government positions, Johnson-Sirleaf appointed half of the
said positions to women.190
According to a UN report, Liberia has created a task force to implement
recommendations in the 2009 report of the Committee on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women (CEDAW).191 Also under Johnson-Sirleaf, the
Ministry of Gender and Development in Liberia has launched a program that is
gaining positive feedback from the international community. The Economic
Empowerment of Adolescent Girls & Young Women (EPAG) Project is a
collaboration between Liberia, Denmark, the World Bank and Nike. An excerpt from
the program proposal claims that the goal is to:
Smooth the path of adolescent girls to productive employment through job
skills training and business development services. The training offered to
participants will focus on technical skills, as well as the integration of lifeskills training to address some of the crucial barriers to the development of
adolescent girls in Liberia. These include, for example, early pregnancy,
social restrictions from family and community members, and forms of
GBV, including sexual exploitation and abuse.192
This program is important because many public work programs in Liberia have
previously been geared towards assimilating male ex-combatants into the job market
and the few skills training programs that did exist for girls taught primarily “female”
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job skills, such as cooking or sewing. The program is targeting nine counties in
Liberia and an outreach to 2,500 young girls.193 Although it is obvious that the need
of Liberia’s women and girls reaches far beyond what the project will be able to
deliver, the program is nonetheless an indication that gender issues are on the list of
priorities for the Johnson-Sirleaf administration.
However, despite all these positive achievements and huge advances, violence
against women is still a primary concern for the administration. Since 2007, rape has
been the highest reported crime in Liberia and there are innumerable unreported
rapes.194 According to the most recent UNHDR Liberia is still very much behind the
rest of the world, ranking 182 out of 187195 countries in terms of human development,
so there is still much work to be done. Johnson-Sirleaf has vowed to continue the
fight for women’s empowerment during her inauguration in 2011. She was quoted in
the UK Guardian as saying: “in studies conducted in many of the counties of Liberia
in 2004, a large percentage of women and girls reported that they were victims of
various forms of violence and abuse. International organization reports show that a
large percentage of these women were raped.”196 Additionally, Liberia has the highest
teenage pregnancy rate in the world according to the Human Development Report
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(HDR) of 2010 and is ranked 162 under the “low human development” category, 197 so
there is still much work that needs to be done.
According to a report in 2008, the public has criticized Johnson-Sirleaf for
traveling abroad too much and not spending enough time addressing the country’s
needs. The challenge for Johnson-Sirleaf has been to balance her international profile
with the needs of her country. She has generated a great deal of goodwill and singlehandedly raised the country’s profile in the rest of the world. And her efforts have
somewhat paid off through debt-forgiveness and increased foreign investment.
According to critics, not enough of these benefits have translated into tangible benefits
for the country’s people.198
President Johnson-Sirleaf stated from the beginning that development and
women’s empowerment would be the focus of her administration and it is clear she is
trying to do everything she said she would. Due to the fourteen years of civil war, she
inherited a country that was economically and socially ravaged, so progress is sure to
be slow. In this instance there may be more work to be done but it is clear that
progress is still being made. In 2011, she won the Nobel Peace Prize “for their nonviolent struggle for the safety of women and for women’s rights to full participation in
peace-building work," so it is clear her work is noted in the international community,
as well.199 She also told the New York Times in an article from 2010 that she would
appoint women to every ministry position, if she could find enough that were qualified
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saying, “Women are more committed. Women work harder. And women are more
honest; they have less reasons to be corrupt. They don’t have so many diversions. Men
have more than one wife; they have their concubines. We have polygamy here, not
polyandry.”200 Work is being done on the part of Liberia’s women, and Sirleaf is has
made it clear that women are a priority.
Chapter 6: Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto of Pakistan
In the years prior to Benazir Bhutto’s time in office, Pakistan was ravaged by
civil war and militant ideology, which was oppressive to women in society and created
an unstable nation.
History of Pakistan
The history of Pakistan is tumultuous and extensive. Pakistan, along with parts of
western India, contains the archeological remains of an urban civilization dating back
4,500 years but it wasn’t until the 8th century that Islam was introduced to Pakistan by
Muslim traders in Sindh.201 The collapse of the Mughal Empire in the 18th century
provided a chance for the English East India Company to spread its control over much of
the subcontinent.202 The Sikh adventurer, Ranjit Singh, stamped out a territory that went
from Kabul to Srinagar and Lahore, encompassing much of the northern area of modern
Pakistan but British rule replaced the Sikhs in the first half of the 19th century.203 In a
decision that had enormous consequences, the British allowed the Hindu Maharaja of
Kashmir, a Sikh, to continue in power.
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Pakistan emerged from an extended period of agitation by Muslims in the
subcontinent to express their national identity free from British colonial control as well as
control by what they perceived to be a Hindu-controlled Indian National Congress.204
Muslim anti-colonial leaders formed the All-India Muslim League in 1906.205 Initially,
the League adopted the same objective as the Congress--self-government for India within
the British Empire--but Congress and the League were unable to agree on a formula that
would ensure the protection of Muslim religious, economic, and political rights.206
The idea of a separate Muslim state in British India first emerged in the 1930s and
on March 23, 1940, Muhammad Ali Jinnah, leader of the Muslim League, formally
endorsed the "Lahore Resolution," calling for the creation of an independent state in
regions where Muslims constituted a majority.207 However, the Congress Party and the
Muslim League could not agree on the terms for a Constitution or establishing an interim
government. In June 1947, the British Government declared that it would bestow full
dominion status upon two successor states, India and Pakistan, formed from areas in the
subcontinent in which Muslims were the majority population.208 Under this arrangement,
the various states were free to join either India or Pakistan. On August 14, 1947,
Pakistan, comprising West Pakistan with the provinces of Punjab, Sindh, Balochistan,
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and the North-West Frontier Province (now Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa), and East Pakistan209
with the province of Bengal, became independent.210
Independence and Instability
With the death of Muhammad Ali Jinnah in 1948, the first head of state, and the
assassination in 1951 of its first prime minister, Liaqat Ali Khan, political instability and
economic difficulty became prominent features of post-independence Pakistan.211 On
October 7, 1958, President Iskander Mirza, with the support of the army, suspended the
1956 Constitution, imposed martial law, and canceled the elections scheduled for January
1959.212 Shortly after that, the military sent Mirza into exile, and General Mohammad
Ayub Khan assumed control.213 After Pakistan's loss in the 1965 war against India, Ayub
Khan's power diminished.214 Simultaneously, political and economic grievances ensued,
which ultimately inspired protests that led to his resignation in March 1969.215 He
handed over responsibility for governing to the commander in chief of the army, General
Agha Mohammed Yahya Khan, who became President and Chief Martial Law
Administrator.216
The Rise of The Pakistan People’s Party (PPP)
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General elections held in December 1970 polarized relations between the eastern
and western sections of Pakistan. The Awami League, which advocated autonomy for
East Pakistan, swept the East Pakistan seats to gain a majority in Pakistan as a whole.217
The Pakistan People’s Party (PPP), founded and led by Ayub Khan's former Foreign
Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto (Benazir Bhutto’s father), won a majority of the seats in
West Pakistan, but the country was completely divided.218
On March 26, 1971, following a bloody crackdown by the Pakistan Army,
Bengali nationalists declared an independent People's Republic of Bangladesh.219 On
April 17, 1971, Bengali nationalists formed a provisional government in an area
bordering India, and in November 1971, India sent its military into East Pakistan to
intervene on the side of the Bangladeshis.220 On December 16, Pakistani forces
surrendered in Dhaka, and East Pakistan became the new nation of Bangladesh. Yahya
Khan then resigned the presidency and handed over leadership of the western part of
Pakistan to Bhutto, who became President and the first civilian Chief Martial Law
Administrator.221
Bhutto moved decisively to restore national confidence and pursued an active
foreign policy, taking a leading role in Islamic and Third World forums.222 Domestically,
Bhutto pursued a populist agenda and nationalized major industries and the banking
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system and in 1973, he promulgated a new Constitution accepted by most political
elements and relinquished the presidency to become prime minister.223 Although Bhutto
continued his populist and socialist rhetoric, over time the economy stagnated, largely as
a result of the dislocation and uncertainty produced by Bhutto's frequently changing
economic policies.224 When Bhutto proclaimed his own victory in the March 1977
national elections, the opposition Pakistan National Alliance (PNA) denounced the
results as fraudulent and demanded new elections. Bhutto resisted and later arrested the
PNA leadership.225
With the increasing anti-government unrest, the army grew restless. On July 5,
1977, the military removed Bhutto from power and arrested him, declared martial law
again, and suspended portions of the 1973 Constitution.226 Chief of Army Staff General
Muhammad Zia ul-Haq became Chief Martial Law Administrator and promised to hold
new elections within 3 months.
Zia released Bhutto from prison but after it became clear that Bhutto's popularity
had survived his government, Zia postponed the elections and began criminal
investigations of the senior PPP leadership.227 Subsequently, Bhutto was convicted and
sentenced to death for an alleged conspiracy to murder a political opponent. Despite
international appeals on his behalf, Bhutto was hanged on April 6, 1979.228
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Zia assumed the presidency and called for elections in November. However,
fearful of a PPP victory, Zia banned political activity in October 1979, and postponed
national elections. In Zia's search for legitimacy, he implemented a religiously based
legal code (Shari’a Law) unparalleled in the modern history of Islam in South Asia.229
For the first time, the resultant laws regarded men and women as having different legal
rights and paradoxically compromised the rights of women.230 He also passed into law
the Hudood Ordinance, which implemented harsh Quranic punishments for violations of
these new laws, which directly affected women in negative way. Of the 4,500 women
that were imprisoned in 1989, 80 percent of them were sentenced under the new, harsh,
discriminatory laws implemented by Zia.231
Shari’a Law
Also meaning "path" in Arabic, shari’a guides all aspects of Muslim life including
daily routines, familial and religious obligations, and financial dealings. It is derived
primarily from the Quran and the Sunna, the sayings, practices, and teachings of the
Prophet Mohammed. These laws are oppressive to both men and women, but affect
women’s daily life more directly.
Marriage and divorce are the most common themes in Shari’a law. This is a
result of the commonly held view that women are property with no rights of their own; a
view that is deeply rooted in Islamic culture according to Tahira Shahid Khan, who is a
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professor specializing in women's issues at the Aga Khan University in Pakistan. He
wrote in Chained to Custom, a review of honor killings published in 1999 that “women
are considered the property of the males in their family irrespective of their class, ethnic,
or religious group. The owner of the property has the right to decide its fate. The concept
of ownership has turned women into a commodity which can be exchanged, bought and
sold."232 Other practices that are woven into the shari’a debate, such as female genital
mutilation, adolescent marriages, polygamy, and gender-biased inheritance rules, elicit a
massive amount of controversy in other parts of the world, but exact statistics concerning
women victimized by these laws are not easy to find because many of the indicators used
to assess gender equality and human development did not exist at this time.
The Rise of Benazir Bhutto
In 1980, most center and left parties, led by the PPP, formed the Movement for the
Restoration of Democracy (MRD). The MRD demanded Zia's resignation, an end to
martial law, new elections, and restoration of the Constitution, as it existed before Zia's
takeover. Zia's opponents, led by the MRD, boycotted the elections. When the
government claimed a 63% turnout, with more than 90% approving the referendum,
many people questioned the figures.233
On August 17, 1988, a plane carrying President Zia and 28 Pakistani military
officers crashed on a return flight from a military equipment trial near Bahawalpur,
killing all on board.234 In accordance with the Constitution, Chairman of the Senate
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Ghulam Ishaq Khan became Acting President and announced that elections in November
1988 would take place and that they would take place on a party basis.235 On one side
was an eight-party alliance and on the other, the PPP. The PPP won 94 seats out of 207
and the Islamic Democratic Alliance (IJI) won 54 so the president was bound to invite the
PPP to form the government.236 Ultimately, President Khan asked PPP Co-chairperson
Benazir Bhutto to form a government.237 From the very start of Bhutto being given the
seat as Prime Minister, there was debate about whether a woman could hold such a high
position in government under Shari’a law. After much analysis, they decided that since
she was not president, which was a position reserved for men, but the leader of a political
party, that it was fine.
Benazir Bhutto, the daughter of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, was born in Pakistan June
21st, 1953. According to many family histories, her father was delighted and did not
share the prevailing Pakistani attitude that a daughter was a disappointment.238 She was
the eldest child and was raised to speak both Urdu and English, although English was her
primary language. She came from a wealthy, powerful family and it was her privileged
background that gave her a strong sense of confidence and entitlement that that enhanced
her later attempt at leadership.239 She was the eldest of four, two brothers and one sister,
and she stated many times in the past that there was no question she and her sister were
allotted the same opportunities as her brothers. Upon reaching puberty, Benazir’s mother
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wanted her to start wearing a burqua (a tent-like black covering) when she traveled but
her father said it was not necessary. With regard to this matter she mentioned “I was the
first Bhutto woman to be released from a life spent in perpetual twilight.”240
After completing her early education in Pakistan, she pursued her higher
education in the United States. From 1969 to 1973, she attended Radcliffe College at
Harvard University, where she earned a Bachelor of Arts degree with cum laude honors
in comparative government. Bhutto later called her time at Harvard "four of the happiest
years of my life" and said it formed "the very basis of her belief in democracy."241 The
next phase of her education took place in the United Kingdom. Between 1973 and 1977,
Bhutto studied Philosophy, Politics, and Economics at Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford,
during which time she took additional courses in International Law and Diplomacy.
After Lady Margaret Hall she attended St Catherine's College, Oxford.242
Bhutto returned to Pakistan in 1977, and was placed under house arrest after the
military coup led by General Mohammad Zia ul-Haq overthrew her father's government.
Benazir remained in varying degrees of detention for seven years. She took this
opportunity to write condemnations of Zia and his administration and defenses of her
father’s domestic and foreign policies.243 It was an obvious attempt made by Zia to break
her spirit but it only increased her determination and “added another layer of anger.”244
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One year after Zia ul-Haq became president in 1978, the elder Bhutto was hanged after
his conviction on charges of authorizing the murder of an opponent.245 This was how she
inherited her father's leadership of the PPP. It is clear that based on her personal history,
leadership and more specifically, democracy, was in her blood and in her family tree, and
she would go on to follow in the footsteps of her father.
On December 18th, 1987, she married Asif Ali Zardari in Karachi, an arranged
marriage that was a political decision on her part and a calculated move because being a
single woman in Muslim society was considered dangerous and suspicious.246 The match
was selected by her mother and aunts and was agreed upon because he was the same age
as Bhutto, had been educated in the West and had no personal political ambitions. The
marriage was, as she said “the price in personal choice I had to pay for the political path
my life had taken.”247
Benazir became the first ever female prime minister of a Muslim nation on
December 1, 1988. She claimed her father had asked her to take up his “mission,” and so
she did.248 She also was quoted as saying “the suffering in the country, the suffering of
my family; of all of us, had risen above the barrier of gender.”249 This comment
demonstrates that her kinship tie to the male martyr (her father) not only helped her to
overcome traditional barriers that blocked women from positions of leadership, but also
linked the female leader to her father’s martyrdom, almost as if to insinuate that she was
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going into politics not by choice, but rather out of a political necessity after the death of
her father.250 Whether this was a calculated move on Bhutto’s part remains to be seen,
but it does provide an explanation as to how a woman was able to win such high office.
Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto (1988 – 1990)
Benazir Bhutto’s performance as prime minister has been criticized from every
angle: friends, opponents, feminists, mullahs and pacifists. It must be stated before
examining her tenure that the problems she confronted were so formidable that it is
difficult to imagine how any leader could have governed successfully.251
Immediately after the November 1988 election, the PPP released a manifesto
outlining a number of reforms for the empowerment of the Pakistani people, including
provisions for securing basic human rights, employment, and political participation. The
manifesto was consistent with the goals pledged in the "Awami budget" of 1986 in which
Benazir
stated that: “The Pakistan People's Party believes the role of the government is in creating
a society free from social and economic inequalities-a society where there is respect for
the individual dignity and opportunity for development and mobility....We want to see
that our people are free from hunger and disease, free from oppression and exploitation,
free from unemployment and injustice.”252
The 1988 Manifesto, in pledging to eliminate all forms of discrimination against
women, promised that a new PPP government would:
(1) sign the [United Nations] convention on the Elimination of all forms of
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Discrimination against Women;
(2) actively support women's right to work, to free choice of employment, to
just and favorable conditions of work, to protection against unemployment, to
equal pay for work of equal value, and payment of maternity leave;
(3) repeal all discriminatory laws against women;
(4) take special measures to promote the literacy of women;
(5) Jahez [dowry] would be "eradicated by enlarging social consciousness and strictly
enforcing the relevant laws and Dowry Act."253
These are just a few of the many measures outlined in the PPP manifesto but one thing
remained clear; the empowerment of women became one of the major themes of the
PPP's manifesto and platform. However, many people say that the economic condition in
Pakistan during this time was dire, with inflation running at about 15 percent and foreign
exchange reserves at an all-time low, she had no right to make promises that she knew
she would be unable to fund, especially since the government was borrowing money to
pay its own employees.254
Another thing that Benazir Bhutto did as prime minister was to free many female
prisoners from Pakistan's jails.255 Some critics argue it was merely a symbolic gesture,
but on the contrary, the very act of releasing women from unfair imprisonment and
oppression, most of whom were very poor, sent a clear message to the previous
administration and was a blatant objection to the "social prisons” that had previously
been built. The new government also allowed for the revival of trade unions, which
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included a sizeable number of women in their ranks and perhaps, more importantly, the
government lifted press censorship, which resulted in a marked difference in the media's
portrayal of women.256
Author Anne Weiss visited Lahore in 1988 and many poor craftsmen and traders
spoke with her about the dream of the PPP that Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, Benazir’s father, had
espoused: women, the poor, and other disenfranchised would get land and political rights.
She claims that the people did believe that Benazir has built on that dream, as when she
stated in 1987: “I like to think I'm carrying on my father's vision of a federal democratic
Pakistan. He set the way for a society in which there should be no discrimination on the
basis of sex, race, or religion, and I too am fighting for this.”257
Infant mortality rates in Pakistan in 1988 were 108 out of 1,000 live births.258 By
1990, this number dropped to 96 according to one source259 and 91 according to
another.260 Either way, there is a notable drop in IMR while Benazir Bhutto was prime
minister.
Under Bhutto’s administration, Pakistan made huge leaps in repairing its
relationship with the United States. Her team was able to get the White House and
Congress to increase the aid to Pakistan, making it the third-largest recipient of foreign
aid from the US, after Israel and Egypt. After her defeat in the 1990 elections, the U.S.
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formally cut-off all foreign aid to Pakistan. During her tenure she was not only able to
sustain incoming aid but increase the flow, including military assistance.261
In her book Reconciliation, she lists the numerous advances she and her team
made during her first term as prime minister. These advancements included: freeing
political prisoners; restoring free, open, uncensored print and media; removed constraints
and conditions to the free operation of NGOs (including women’s and human rights
groups); lifted the ban on student and labor unions imposed by the Zia administration;
granted amnesty to political exiles, introduced computer identity cards; introduced
microcredit and protected minorities; and began the separation of the judiciary from the
executive (which was completed in her second term).262
In the field of women’s rights, she and the PPP government made advancements
by appointing several women to her cabinet; creating women’s studies programs in the
universities; established a Women’s Development Bank to give credit to enterprising
women; created institutions to help women with family planning, nutrition, child care and
even birth control; legalized and encouraged women’s participation in sports (previously
banned under the Zia administration),263 all of which was a solid start of progressing a
society where Islam had been used to exploit and repress the position of women.
However, there is sharp criticism of Bhutto and her lack of politically
empowering women during her first term as prime minister. According to Weiss, aside
from herself and her mother, only one other woman was given a PPP ticket to run for a
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National Assembly seat and few women were given provincial assembly tickets.264
Initially, no women were given ministry positions, but in March 1989, Bhutto increased
the federal cabinet size to 43 members, ultimately including five women.265 Of the 19
ministers of state, four were women: Begum Shahnaz Wazir Ali (Minister of State for
Education); Begum Rehana Sarwar (initially appointed as Minister of State for the
Women's Division, then later headed the Ministry for Women's Development); Dr.
Mahmooda Shah (Minister of State for Special Education and Social Welfare); and
Begum Khakwani (Minister of State for Population Welfare).266
While these may not seem like huge feats on the part of gender development, the
symbolism of these appointments cannot go unnoticed; during Bhutto’s first term as
prime minister, women were being encouraged to participate actively in public life. It is
important to gender development that participation was permitted, was encouraged, and
that it was possible. It should also be noted that coming to power in a country after
previous male leaders had been executed and assassinated, must have affected her and
made her cautious when deciding which issues to push to the foreground.
When examining military expenditure in Pakistan during Bhutto’s first term, it is
interesting to see how it decreased during the course of her tenure. In 1988, there was an
expenditure of 6.2 percent of the GDP, 6 percent in 1989 and then to 5.8 percent in 1990.
She signed an agreement before entering office, stating that she would not decrease the
military budget while she was in office, but it is apparent, based on these statistics, the
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budget was decreased. Whether or not she was directly responsible for this decline or not
is unknown, but it is still worth pointing out.
There were many controversial agendas during Bhutto’s leadership. She
vehemently opposed Zia’s Islamization programs and urged the repeal of the Hudood
Ordinances and the Law of Evidence and all “cruel and inhuman laws that degrade
women and make us second class citizens.”267 When her father was in power and
fighting for gender equality it was not as controversial as when Benazir took a similar
stand years later because in between the two Bhutto’s tenure there was an enormous rise
in Islamic fundamentalism, perpetrated by Zia. Also, supporters of Benazir say that
because she was a woman, it raised more suspicion and resistance for women’s rights
because of the generally held fear of female power.268 Although they were not successful
in overturning the laws, her administration was able to prevent the implementation of
both the proposed Ninth Amendment, which would have made Islam the law of the land
and the Shariah Bill, which would have put religious courts above civil courts.
But some women’s groups thought she didn’t go far enough promoting women’s
rights and believed she had a lack of commitment, being accused of having more interest
in politics than in women’s rights while others believed she went too far and remained
opposed to her leadership.269 And in 1990, criminal charges were brought against her for
corruption, abuses of power and ineptitude.270 This signaled the end of her first term as
Prime Minister of Pakistan.
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An electoral sham gave Nawaz Sharif an absolute majority in the National
Assembly. Immediately his administration reversed many of the social programs Benazir
implemented: press censorship was reinstated, student unions were once again banned,
access to the media by opposing political parties was blocked and funds were
immediately shifted from the social sector back to the military, women’s health and
population control centers were also closed.271
In 1993, General Asif Nawaz died under mysterious circumstances and Pakistan
was once again thrown back into political turmoil and civil unrest.272
Second Term (1993-1996)
In 1993, the PPP won the elections for the National Assembly and Benazir was
re-elected for a second term after the parliamentary elections and she did not waste any
time getting back to work.
She worked quickly to implement a social action program that addressed the
needs of the Pakistani people, concentrating on education, health, housing, sanitation,
infrastructure and women’s rights. While in office Pakistan was able to attract four times
more private sector international investment than the previous year.273 This money was
strategically used to jump start the Pakistani economy but also used towards women’s
empowerment. 100,000 women were trained to work in the villages of Pakistan in health
and family planning.274 Her administration is also credited with building 48,000 new
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schools and also instituted a remedial education program targeting women because they
believed the most effective way to expand child literacy was to have literate mothers.275
However despite these advancements, when examining statistics compiled in 1995 the
primary and secondary enrollment rates of male versus female is still staggering; with 50
percent of men being educated at these levels and 22 percent of women.276
In 1990, the first year the United Nations Human Development reports began,
Pakistan was listed with a Human Development Index of 36, 1 being the lowest and 130
being the highest.277 This data was compiled shortly after Benazir left office, so it gives
an idea of where Pakistan stood in comparison to the rest of the world shortly after her
tenure. It also gives us a comparative base to see where Pakistan was ranked during her
second term and if anything actually changed while she was in office. In 1993, Pakistan
was ranked at 132 out of 172278, which again was extremely low. Please note that in this
report the higher the number is to the corresponding country, the lower the HDI is
considered. But by 1995, two years into Benazir’s second term, Pakistan moved up to
128 out of 172279, a marked increase in the HDI of Pakistan. Looking further ahead, by
1996, the year she left office again, the HDI was back down to 134280, even lower than
when she came into office and by 1997 down even further to 139.281
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Other growth indicators include the gross domestic product which in Pakistan
doubled while Benazir was prime minister, growing from 2.1 in 1993 to 4.37 in 1995.282
This is a marked growth in GDP that can fairly be attributed to Benazir and her
administration.
It wasn’t long into her term before ghosts of the past came back to haunt Benazir
again. Her brother was brutally gunned down in September 1996, a brother whom she
had just recently reconciled with and only a few months later in November, Benazir was
overthrown again. Add to this her assassination in December of 2007, and it is clear
Pakistan lost a true leader and possibly one of the few people in government who stood
for real democracy.
It is uncertain what she could have accomplished had she still been alive today.
Perhaps she would be in office, perhaps Pakistan would have made real progress towards
democracy and gender equality, but this is all speculation. Some critics argue that she
would not have been able to follow through on her promises to make women full
members of society and that eventually she would prove to be only the daughter of a
wealthy rural landlord and not a democratic symbol for Pakistan, and that this would
have major implications for the realization of a just, equitable, and democratic order ever
emerging.283 Many critics believe the exact opposite; that if anyone was capable of
making real change for women in Pakistan, it was Benazir. Unfortunately, we will never
know and the debate will continue without any resolution.
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The Pakistan of today is still plagued by instability, poverty, violence, inequality
and utter chaos. Even though much of the legislation she implemented has been tossed
aside, forgotten, changed or erased, she still left a legacy for women and
accomplishments can still be found. Perhaps what she did accomplish, is a testament to
possibility – that it is possible for women to be educated, it is possible for them to enter
government, it is possible for them to speak out against injustice and inequality, it is
possible for a woman to dress as she chooses and more importantly, it is possible for a
woman to have a vision.
In the next chapter I will move from the case studies of the previous chapters into
concluding thoughts about these remarkable women leaders. I will analyze the data
collected in the preceding chapters and offer a comparison of the women and their
administrations as well as concluding observations.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
At the beginning of this paper I stated my hypothesis; that women in power are
not significantly more likely than men to pursue gender-specific policies while in office.
I also stated that instead, much depends on environmental factors and individual
personality. In particular, pressing national security issues are sometimes more likely to
hold their attention, and even absent security threats, female leaders will still vary in their
level of attention to these issues, vis-à-vis other social issues. The goal of my thesis was
to examine whether women in positions of power facilitate the enactment of genderoriented measures or whether they continue to focus on the traditional national security
interests, or interests of another kind.
I must point out before beginning my conclusion that the rise of these women,
namely Violeta Chamorro, Ellen Johnson Sirleaf and Benazir Bhutto, altogether is a
surprising phenomenon, given the fact that in all these countries, Nicaragua, Liberia and
Pakistan, the status of women did not merit their elevation to such high positions. In the
case of Bhutto and Chamorro, they rose to power by running on the platform of a family
member’s martyrdom; in Bhutto’s case, her assassinated father was the leader of the
Pakistan People’s party and in Chamorro’s case, her assassinated husband was an
outspoken opponent of the Somoza administration and owner of the political newspaper,
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La Prensa. In both cases, the assassination of a family member was a key point in their
run for office and election.
All three women grew up in prominent families, and were exposed to the world of
politics, but it was Bhutto and Sirleaf whose father’s held high-ranking positions in
government giving them exposure to the political process through their lineage.
Chamorro’s exposure happened later in life, through her marriage. Even still, the fact
that all these women had political exposure, in one form or another, begs the question,
were they pursuing politics out of a sense of responsibility to their family or did they
actually want to rule?
What I have concluded from the research I conducted is that the three women
leaders I chose ultimately varied in their level of attention to women’s issues. By looking
at the hard data compiled, contrary to my hypothesis, progress in the field of gender
equality actually did come from the “top down,” in some areas, but not in every case. I
think the evidence found did and did not support my hypothesis, depending on the case.
In the case of Chamorro, my hypothesis was supported; the fact that she was a woman in
power did not automatically make her sensitive to women’s issues and she did in fact put
economic issues and security issues at the forefront of her administration. She also
reversed some initiatives benefiting women that were put into place by the previous
government. In the case of Bhutto and Sirleaf, however, my hypothesis was not
supported because both women made it their mission to promote women’s rights while in
office. The extent to which this actually happened during their terms is debatable but
they undeniably put into effect many programs and policies that directly benefited
women in a positive way.
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Out of the three women I chose, Sirleaf and Bhutto, as the data has shown, were
extremely verbal about their commitment to gender equality and this can be seen in
policies created, but this was not the case for Chamorro, who was quoted famously for
saying “I’m not a feminist, nor do I want to be one.”284 Chamorro stated from the
beginning that national security was her main focus, and while there is evidence to
support this was a priority for Sirleaf and Bhutto, it was by no means their main priority.
One possible explanation for this difference between the three could be that
Sirleaf and Bhutto spent a great deal of time in the United States and received a large
portion of their education here. Perhaps this is what made a difference with regard to
their socialization. Additionally, Sirleaf was the only woman of the three who worked at
the United Nations, and there is no doubt that this shaped her political philosophy. Yet,
Chamorro never verbalized a desire to bridge the gender gap, and any analysis of her
administration must take this into account. On the other hand, Sirleaf and Bhutto listed
gender equality and women’s empowerment as one of the main objectives of their
administration.
Nevertheless, all three women lowered military expenditures during their time in
office. Budgeting clearly reflects the priorities of any administration, but it is not the
only way to assess priority, as we can see in the case of Chamorro. She did lower the
military expenditure of Nicaragua, but also cut a slew of social programs that ultimately
affected the women of her country in a negative way. In the case of Sirleaf and Bhutto,
as the data has shown, they did in fact create social programs and policies that benefited
women and made an enormous effort to highlight women’s rights during their time in
office.
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Liberia is still upholding a commitment to women’s empowerment because
Sirleaf has sufficiently shaped the culture while in office, but this could also be because
she is still in office. A better analysis of her contributions to women’s empowerment
may be available after her term. But the same is not true for Pakistan; immediately
following Bhutto’s terms as Prime Minister, her policies were overturned and martial law
was reinstated by men.
While the causal factors for these findings are many, I think it is fair to say that
personality and personal history certainly had an impact on each woman’s tenure. The
fact that Sirleaf spent a portion of her life as a battered wife and that Bhutto had a close
relationship with her father and was groomed for office at an early age, no doubt
contributed to their democratic beliefs and mission for gender equality. But the question
of whether their gender specifically impacted their administration is debatable. As was
the case with Chamorro and so many other female leaders, gender alone did not make
them sensitive to gender issues. The important part of the equation was whether the
female leaders believed that empowering women was the key to their countries’
economic growth and national security, as we have seen in the case of Bhutto and Sirleaf.
However, the role gender plays in a leader’s administration and the impact it has
on the gender policies created by that administration is a field of research that is still
evolving. As of writing this paper it is an area lacking in information, since only about
sixty women have ever been elected as head of state or prime minister. Therefore, one
can only hope that this is an area of research that will continue to evolve as more women
rise to power and even more information comes to light about the role gender and
personality play in a leader’s promotion of gender equality and women’s empowerment.
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